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Sticky deterent
Eddyville inmates hope bushes
prevent burglaries before hand
See page 8

$$$
Large cash donation helps
bolster MSU athletic program
Seepage 10

1

in education
A look at various events
in the city and county schools
See page 5•
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—News In Brief
Chamber reservations are urged
The deadline for reservations for next week's annual MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce banquet is Friday,
April 11, chamber Executive Vice President Steve Zea reminded
prospective attendees today.
The banquet, to begin a 6:30 p.m. Monday, April 14 in the
ballroom of Murray State University's Curris Center, will be
highlighted by the announcement of the local "Citizen of the
Year."
Reservations for the 59th annual dinner are $12.50 per person
and may be made by calling the chamber office at 753-5171, Zea
said. The theme of this year's event is "West Kentucky Seizes an
Opportunity — The National Boy Scout Museum."
In addition to the "Citizen of the Year," incoming and outgoing
board members will be recognized. Featured speaker for the
banquet is Reuben Jensen, a former executive vice president of
General Motors Corporation.

Paducah gaseous-diffusion plant
would surely continue operations
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Any private company that took
over the federal government's uranium-enrichment program
would continue to operate the gaseous-diffusion plant at
Paducah, the head of the program believes.
"I just can't imagine a uranium-enrichment program in the
U.S. without an operating Paducah gaseous-diffusion plant," said
John Longenecker, deputy assistant secretary for uranium
enrichment in the Department of Energy.
The department published a notice in the Federal Register on
Monday asking industry for Ilexpresatons of interest" in participating in the program, either through a joint venture with the
government or a complete takeover.
Officials said the action was a preliminary step and that no
decision or commitment had been made to sell the plant.
The 1,200 workers at the Paducah plant "really have no basis
for concern now or in the long term," Longenecker told The
Courier-Journal.

700-pound cocaine bust called
largest ever in the mid-Atlantic
ROANOKE, Va.(AP) — Federal authorities seized 700 pounds
of Bolivian cocaine and $1.3 million after smugglers hired an
undercover drug agent to fly the van-sized cache to rernote
southwest Virginia, officials say.
The federal Drug Enforcement Agency on Monday said the cocaine shipment had an estimated street value of $158 million. The
agency called the bust the largest ever of its kind in the MidAtlantic and one of the biggest undercover seizures in the United
States.
Robert J. O'Leary, special agent for the DEA,said most of the
money was destined for Gerardo Caballero, the son-in-law of
Roberto Suarez, who is believed by DEA and Bolivian authorities
to be the largest cocaine trafficker in Bolivia.
Caballero, 31, of Bolivia, was arrested Saturday along with
Luis Tang, 40, of Panama, when they arrived in Roanoke in a
DEA undercover airplane, the agency said in a news release. Six
Floridians and a New Yorker were arrested Monday, and all are
being held without bond on charges of conspiracy to import and
distribute cocaine, O'Leary said.

Elsewhere...
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Murray is
second-most
economical
place to live
in Kentucky
Murray ranks as the secondmost economical place to live in
Kentucky according to a recent
nationwide survey by a national
organization. Somerset is the only city in the state in which it is
more economcal to live than
Murray, according to a survey
by the American Chamber of
Commerce Researchers
Association.
The survey is based on an ACCRA cost-of-living index that
measures intercity differences
in costs of consumer goods and
services, excluding taxes and
non-consumer expenditures. It
is based on 59 items fOr which
prices are collected quarterly by
the chamber of commerce or
some similar organization in
each particpating city. About
249 cities nationwide participated in the survey.
Of the six Kentucky cities participating Lexington was judged
most expensive with an all-item
index of 99.4 or a cost of living
six-tenths below the national
average. The next most costly
place to live in Kentucky is
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Getting a handle on things
Bingo woodworker Oliver McAlister had a handle for every occasion at yesterday's Trade Day at the
Murray Drive-In Theatre. The traditional trading fair takes place every first and fourth Monday, with
area vendors selling and trading their goods.

IRS extending phone service for residents
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's crunch time at the Internal
Revenue Service, and the agency is extending the hours for its
toll-free telephone service to accommodate the millions of
Americans who are waiting until the last minute to file their tax
returns.
The special IRS phones will be operated during normal
business hours the rest of this week and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
local time on Saturday and Sunday. Questions also will -be
answered two hours past normal closing time April 14 and 15.
It likely will require a wait to get an answer during the next few
days. And, the IRS cautions, "You should know that you are
responsible for the accuracy of your return. If we do make an error, you are still responsible for the payment of the correct tax."
The toll-free number for your city is listed in the back of the
tax-forms package you received from the IRS. If there is no
special number for your city, you may use the national number,
1-800-424-1040.

Were you among the taxpayers whose refund last year was so
late that the IRS paid you interest? You should have learned by
now that the interest is as taxable as if it had been paid by a bank.
Many savings institutions are advertising their willingness to
lend money to be deposited into an Individual Retirement Account. If you borrow $2,000, for example, you subtract that
amount from your income that is subject to tax, and when you file
you return a year from now, you deduct tne interest paid on that
loan.
Although the law does not specifically authorize such an interest deduction, it does not bar it. The law prohibits deduction of
interest on any loan incurred to make an investment whose earnings are exempt from tax. The IRA principal and interest are not
tax-exempt but only tax-deferred.
Effective in 1987, the tax-overhaul plan being considered by the
Senate Finance Committee would deny a deduction for interest
on a loan for an IRA.

By the Aereelated Press

WASHINGTON — Russell A. Rourke, secretary of the Air
Force since December, has resigned for personal reasons, a
spokesman for the Defense Department said today."Mr. Rourke
expressed deep regret" and cited "extraordinary personal and
private circumstances" for his decision, said Defense Department spokesman Lt. Crndr. Chris Baumann.
CAIRO, Egypt — Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy's top
military commander was quoted by a weekly Egyptian
newspaper today as saying U.S. missiles killed 56 people in the
Gulf of Sidra fighting.
PANAMA CITY,Panama — Failure to set a deadline for signing the Contadora peace treaty endangers the future of peace
talks for Central America and could pave the way for President
Reagan's proposal for $100 million in aid to Contras to pass the
House.
WASHINGTON — It's crunch time at the Internal Revenue Service, and the agency is extending the hours for its toll-free
telephone service to accommodate the millions of Americans
who are waiting until the last minute to file their tax returns.

Gander panel opens investigations today
OTTAWA (AP — The panel
investigating Canada's worst air
disaster opens public hearings
today in an effort to discover the
cause of a crash that killed 248
Fort Campbell, Ky.. soldiers
last December in Gander.
The first of 40 witnesses lined
up to testify is Peter Boag, who
headed the Canadian Aviation.
Safety Board's team of
Investigators.
The DC-8. carrying members
of the U.S. Army's 101st Airborne Division home from

peacekeeping duties in Egypt,
crashed just after takeoff on
Dec. 12. All 256 people aboard,
including eight crew members,
were killed:
Bernard Deschenes, chairman of the five-member safety
board, who will preside over the
hearings, said there were six
broad topics for questions at the
public inquiry:
—History of the flight, which
began in Cairo. refueled in
Frankfurt. West Germany. and
was headed for Fort Campbell

—Whether ice may have formed on the plane, which stood in
freezing drizzle in Gander
before takeoff.
—The aircraft's weight, which
investigators say was apparently underestimated by the pilot.
—Condition of the plane before
flight, including questions of
maintenance and the possibility
of sabotage.
—Details of the DC-8's take-otf
performance.
—The flight crew's performance, including its rest time in

Frankfurt and job records.
Under the safety board's procedures, public hearings come
at roughly the half-way stage in
an investigation, providing a
chance to air some issues and to
make sure promising avenues
are not being overlooked.
Deschenes said it would likely
be several more months before a
final report is issued, citing the
cause of the crash if possible and
recommending safety
improvements.

— Today's Index
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Horoscope
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Murray Today
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14
Perspective
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Sports
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray Lodgor
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1416 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — S a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday. S
o.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Baby Fair
at MCCH
is success
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's first Baby Fair has
been termed a great success.
Although 285 parents-to-be.
new parents and couples with
young children registered during
the two-day event March 22 and
23. it is estimated that more than
350 toured the exhibits and
maternity facilities.
Approximately 25 booths and
exhibits were set up throughout
the hospital at which various
pregnancy, infant care and fetal
development materials were
shown and explained.
These were staffed by nursing

Partly cloudy and cool
tonight. Low near 40. Northwest wind around 10 mph.
Partly sunny and continued
cool Wednesday. High in the
lower 60s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies and
unseasonably cool
temperatures Thursday
thrbugh Saturday. Lows will
be from 25 to 35.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355 4
Barkley Lake
355 5

Mr. and Mrs. Curt Boyd of Mayfield are assisted by Nancy Orr, perinatal education coordinator.

(Award on page t)
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Baby Fair...
(Coard from page 1)
students from Murray State
University, practical nursing
students from the Murray Vocational School and members of
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Explorer Post 803.
Fisher Price Toys had an extensive exhibits of its line of in-
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new perinatal education program
and its prepayment plan, designed to help ease the financial
responsibilities for parents-to-be.
Other educational materials
provided or subjects covered at
the booths included pregnancy
through delivery, child safety, infant nutrition, immunization,
prenatal and postpartum exercises, child video. identification
by Murray Cablevision, and
others.
Regular tours of the hospital's
modern and recently redecorated
labor and delivery and nursery
facilities on the hospital's 4th
Floor were conducted by Dana
Bazzell, the clinical manager of
the area, Lori Morris and Sandy
Culp. All are registered nurses.
The tour included the private
labor rooms, the delivery rooms,
the nursery, family waiting room
and the new parents dining room.
Recently repainted and papered
with the "Miracle Moments"
theme, the area also is decorated
with a variety of framed prints
.appropriate for the theme.
The department's family
waiting room is a recent addition
to the area. Fully carpeted and
tastefully furnished with new furniture, it also includes a private
bath.
Another recent addition is the
dining room where new parents
are served a complimentary
gourmet dinner to celebrate the
birth of their child.
In addition to the three nurses
previously mentioned, 10 other
registered nurses and six licensed practical nurses staff the
area's three shifts. The 10
registered nurses are: Brenda
Hobbs. Janet Ashby, Marilu
Adams, Marilee Ramsey. Janet
Bourne. Jean Warren, Linda
Brown. Annette Haneline, Nita
Harrison. Renee Ridley and Vicki
Williams.
The six licensed practical
nurses include Ann Jackson,
Nancy McClure. Ethel Lassiter,
Mary Stone, Brenda Kear, Teena
Crawford and Pat Ashcraft.
Twelve films dealing with
childbirth and care were shown
periodically throughout the two
days. Some of these included:
"Amazing Newborn," "Have a
Healthy Baby." "Seat Sense."
"Breastfeeding the Natural

tant products and juvenile toys.
A fashion show. coordinated by
Emmy Edwards. featured infant.
toddler, and maternity wear'
from Young at Heart. K-Mart,
For Baby and Me, Uniforms of
Murray. Shoe Shack and Footprints. Decorations for the fair
were coordinated by the
hospital's Gift Shop.
Among the hospital's labor and
delivery and nursery services explained were its comprehensive

Miss the boat
on last year's
IRAs?
•No missed opportunities
•No settling for less

•No kidding
If your IRA was funded through CDs last year,
you may have missed the boat. Last year was a
record year for the stock market. If you had participated you might have tripled your rate...
•Dow Jones Industrial Average up 33.6%
•S & P up 31.7%
•Growth Income Mutual Funds* up 28.4%
•Witarnberger %Iutual Funds Indexes - Dec 31 1485

Now we can't make any promise of future
returns based on the past, but we can offer you
an advantageous array of investment alternatives. So quit settling for less, call Hilliard Lyons
today about making more on your IRA.
300 Maple Street, Woodmen Building
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3366

The Hilliard Lions difference .
creating capital for NOU.
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Mr. and Mrs. Barry Harrell of Hazel inspect an assortment of baby toys.
Way," "To Formula-Feed Your
Baby," and others.
An average of 60 babies a
month are born in the Murray
hospital to couples from
throughout the two-state area.
A young Union City, Tenn.,
mother recently wrote following
her return home with her new
baby: "I would like for you to
know that having a baby at your
hospital was the best choice that
I could have made. The whole
staff in the obstetrics department

Gavin to resign after five years
MEXICO CITY (API— U.S.
Ambassador John Gavin is stepping down May 15 after five
years in which he drew frequent
but, as he once said, predictable

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6 On Sale April 8-12
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Save 20%-33%
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leather, 131/4"

Our 24.97-29.97 Ea.
Softball gloves. 123 4'

Our 39.97. Wilson Extra
softball glove. All-

nylon leather Soft Mag
or 13 top-grain cowhide Mag Plus glove

leather; 13", double-bar
open web. Adjustable
Velcro-brand strap.
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Save 30%

"The warm,loving care given
the new and expectant parents by
our nursing staff is without question one of the most significant
factors in the widely-recognized
high quality of our maternity
services.
"They personify what more
and more is becoming common
knowledge across our area and
that is this: The MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
"THE PLACE" to have your
baby, And this we appreciate."

Mexican ambassador steps down

r

Qequoo,",c

are great people and made me
feel right at home while I was in
their care."
Another from Paris, Tenn.,
says, "You have an excellent
staff of doctors, nurses and other
personnel. If I had to rate your
hospital on a scale of 1-to-10, it
would be a 10."
"These are only a few of the
comments we receive every day
from mothers who have had their
babies in our facilities," says the
hospital's administrator, Stuart
Poston

Save 20%

97
Our Reg. 49.97. 13/
1
2"
softball glove; all-

Our Reg. 49.97 Ea. 13"
leather ball gloves.

leather Features "The
Catching Machine'
patented pocket

Wilson Pro Staff or Minuzo all-leather glove
Press-formed pocket

criticism as head of the largest
U.S. diplomatic mission in the
world.
The former actor, whose 55th
birthday is today, made the surprise announcement Monday
and gave no hint of his future
plans except that he would
"return to the private sector ...
to meet new challenges."
One name that surfaced in the
past as a possible successor was
Harry Shlaudeman, one of
President Reagan's special envoys for Central America,
The Mexican government has
said nothing officially about
Gavin's announcement.
Although heading about 1,200
U.S. and Mexican employees in
the Embassy here and nine consulates. Gavin maintained a low
profile early in his tenure. In
mid-1983, however, he became
more outspoken and decided to
tackle what he called "merchants of disinformation" who
played on fears about U.S. influence here. Last year, local
commentators accused Gavin of
interfering in a domestic matter
when, a few days after the Sept.
19 earthquake that devastated
parts of Mexico City, the embassador told a press conference
he believed up to 10,000 people
may have been killed.

At the time, Mexican
authorities' own estimates were
closer to 1,000 to 2,000. The official count' has since risen to
about 9,000.
Gavin appeared to take such
criticisms in stride. He once told
The Associated Press that Mexican criticism of his remarks as
Interventionist were -predictable" and "part of the job." He
said that critics sometimes tried
to deflect attention from serious
issues by making ,him a
scapegoat.

Murray ranks...
(Cooed from page 1)
Louisville with and index of 97.5
followed by Bowling Green,92.4,
Henderson, 91.6 and Murray,
90.4.
Somerset's all-time index for
the fourth-quarter period was
88.3 for a cost-of-living 11.7 percent below the national average.
Only three Tennessee cities in
the survey, Cleveland,
Cookeville and McMinnville,
had a cost-of-living index lower
than Somerset nationwide.

Republic mortgage
loan rates are...
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• Reduce your monthly payments and your interest
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• Don't miss this opportunity to refinance at today's
lower rates
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Murray Kentucky 42071
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PERSPECTIVE
Bright days ahead
at Murray State
Higher education in Kentucky
has reason to be encouraged in
the wake of the recently concluded session of the Kentucky
General Assembly.
An upturn in funding for our
state colleges and universities in
the 1986-88 biennium has made
our position competitive again
and given us comforting
reassurance that students on
Kentucky campuses will continue to have high-quality faculty instruction.
Two lessons are worth noting
as we look back. First, unity and
diligence do pay dividends. And
second,compromise is a process
that can be extremely effective.
Not enough can be said about
the support of students, faculty,
staff, alumni and others who
perceived the critical nature of
the needs of higher education
and worked side by side to conveNthat message.
Murray State University joined other state schools in a
cooperative spirit. They all
worked in concert with the
citizens group known as the Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education toward a common
goal that will serve us all.
Compromise became a factor
when three versions of the
budget bill emerged with regard
to proposals for higher education — the governor's and one
each from the House and Senate.
The emphasis in each was
somewhat different.
A conference committee made
up of members from the two
chambers worked out the
wrinkles and developed a compromise. From the hrgher
eduestiott point of
tizeir
compromise was better than
any other proposal because it incorporated the most favorable
elements of the other three.
The net result is that higher

education — and, closer to
home, Murray State — is no
longer in fiscal limbo. Attention
can now be devoted to building
instead of expending energy
scrambling with inadequate
resources to try to maintain
quality and retain faculty.
In addition to increased funding for faculty and staff
salaries, a new Industry and
Technology Building-was on the
top-priority list at Murray State
going into the session. That project too will soon become
reality.
Early in January, we published an editorial that called the Industry and Technology Building
"probably the best example
anywhere in Kentucky of the
direct relatiOnship between
education and economic vitality." Nothing has happened to
make us back away from that
opinion.
If anything, we feel even more
certain that the building which
will house programs generally
acknowledged to be among the
best of their kind in the nation
will vastly enhance the potential
of the College of Industry and
Technology to make a long-term
economic contribution to our
area.
Programs for centers of excellence and endowed chairs
and 8500,000 for a study of Racer
Arena are other features of the
higher education budget that
will impact Murray State. To
what degree in each instance remains to be seen.
All in all, we feel ,qiiite optimistic about what lies ahead —
not only because funding has
been made available, but
----bectrusv
-71ehange in attitiMP
seems to have occurred. We
hope that perception is
accurate.
Time will tell at Murray State
University.

looking back
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Frontier-day tales in `Satan's Ferryman
can make hair of your head stand on end
I've always enjoyed reading,
but in my later years I find
myself having trouble staying
with it. After a few paragraphs,
I'm sound asleep. It takes an
awfully long time to read a book
that way.
One I've been reading of late,
though, will keep a fellow
awake. It is one I'd recommend
you reading, especially if you
enjoy early American history
and have an adventuresome
soul.
The book is "Satan's Ferryman." It is full of reportedly
true tales of the western frontiers during the years 1823 to
1833, a time when many of our
pioneers were migrating
westward by wagon.
The setting is the area we
know as Cave-In-Rock, Ill.,
about where highway 297 and
the Cave-In-Rock ferry crosses
the Ohio River. A fellow by the
name of James Ford is said to
have operated a ferry there during those years. The crossing
was known as Ford's Ferry.
After crossing the river on the
ferry, untold numbers of
pioneers were murdered and
their possessions plundered by
Ford and his henchmen,
especially if they were traveling
alone or in small parties.
The gang would let the
pioneers get on down the road a
few miles after leaving the
crossing. Then, thty'd swoop in
among them, kill them and take
off with everything they had.
With no communications as
we know them today to warn
Them of tft it'd-I:tending danger,
unsuspected — others followed
to meet a similar fate.
• • •
Among the stories of the "bad
men" of the era and area is the
one of a couple of Homicidal
maniacs. the Harps. They were

capitol ideas
Ten years ago
The Murray High School Math
Team won first place in the annual math tournament at Murray State University. Bill Boston
won an individual first place for
the MHS team. Other team
members included Jerry Kelly,
Stacey Overby, Terry Smith,
David Willoughby, Mary
Homra,Joey Grasty, Bruce Jay,
Tarpley Jones, Bruce Horning,
Beth Boston, Deanna McMillen,
Tom Shupe, Jackie Galloway,
Bruce Clayton and Mickey
Spann.
The Calloway County Laker
baseball team opened its season
on a good note with a 7-0 victory
over Lyon County. Tommy
Chavis fired the three-hit
shutout for the Lakers.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, then vice
president of the Kentucky
Federation of Woman's Clubs,
was the speaker at a meeting of
the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Max Henry and Glen Chaney
of Calloway County High School
were winners in the Purchase
Area Future Farmers of
America meeting on the Murray
State University campus.

thoughts in season

Chaney placed first in sheep and
poultry and Henry won first for
rural electrification.
A grant of more than 874,000
was received by the Purchase
Area Opportunity Council to be
used in joint development of
poverty programs for Calloway,
Graves. Marshall and McCracken counties. The grant
was announced by U.S. Rep.
Frank Albert Stubblefield.
Thirty years ago
Notice of the sale of bonds for
the construction of the Murray
Natural Gas system were
published in the newspaper.
William E. Rudolph, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rudolph of
Murray, was promoted to the
rank of captain in the Marines.
The Bank of Murray received
approval to begin making
Farmers Home Adminstration
property improvement loans.
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By Ken Wolf
All parents — especially those
whose children are grown — can
appreciate this comment by the
French author Simone de
Beauvoir:
It's frightening to think that
you mark your children
merely by being yourself.
Now, is that a comment on
heredity, or environment — or
both??
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two brothers — Micajah, who
was known as "Big Harp" and
Wiley, who was known as -Little
Harp." With their women in
town, the two cut a trail of
murder and violence across
several states.
That is, they did until they
came to the home of Moses
Stegall. which was some five
miles of where the present town
of Dixon, Ill., is today.
The Harps rode up to the
Stegall home while Stegall was
away. His wife and four-monthold baby was there, as was a
surveyor, who had come to see
Stegall.
In time, the Harps killed the
surveyor with an axe and
murdered both the mother and
the baby by cutting their
throats.
Forming a posse of his friends
and neighbors when he returned, Stegall took up the Harps'
trail and relentlessly followed it
until eventually they caught Big
Harp. Somehow. Little Harp
escaped.
But Big Harp got what was
coming to him. Stegall, insanely
enraged by the murder of his
wife and baby, took Harp's own
big knife and cut off the
desperado's head.
Legend tells he put it either in
the fork of a tree or impaled it on
a sapling for Little Harp to see if
he came back trying to find out
what had happened to his
brother.
The road is known today as
Harpshead Road, so they say.
As far as any one knows, Little
Harp got the message. He is said
to have vanished into the
wilderness and was never heard
of again.
The story of the Harps
reminds me of the way some of
the Harlan County folks might
have taken care of those who

murdered their own when I
mances day after tomorrow in
worked on the newspaper over
the West Kentucky Exposition
there
Center on College Farm Road.
• • •
There'll be performances at 10
"Satan's Ferryman" was
a.m., an afternoon one at 2 p.m.
written jointly by W.D. Snively,
and an evening show at 7 p.m.
Jr., and Louanne Furbee.
The circus has it all in the way of
Snively is a physician, who so
good, clean entertainment for
the book jacket states. "wears
the entire family — acrobats.
many hats." Although he lives
clowns, pretty girls, wild
near Evansville, Ind., he is a
animals, dancing elephants,
visiting professor at the Univerprancing performing horses,
sity of Alabama Medical Center
tricky dogs, popcorn, cotton canat Birmingham and is a vicedy, peanuts and soda pop.
president of the Meade-Johnson
If you've got any little ones
pharmaceutical company.
around the house, you won't
Miss Furbee is a native of
want to let the circus move on to
West Virginia, but lives in
Owensboro for its two days of
Chicago. where she has been a
performances on Saturday and
senior editor and writer. She is
Sunday without them getting to
now teaching linguistics and
see it. I wish our grand-children
English at the Illinois Institute
were here so we could go! I like
of Technology in Chicago.
circuses.
The book was published in 1968
Proceeds from the Shriners'
by Frederick Ungar Publishing
circus, which is an annual sprCompany, 250 Park Avenue
ing project of the Rizpah TemSouth, New York, NY 10003.
ple. are used to help support the
My opportunity to read it
Shrine's crippled children's
came through the generosity of
hospitals and its burn centers.
B.C. McNeely. a retired rural
The Shriners do a great work
mail carrier living in Crittenden
in these areas, making no
County. Mr. McNeely is the
distinction in race or social
father of my pretty boss and the
status in those they help.
director of public relations at
The admission price at $4 is
Murray-Calloway County
nominal and advance tickets
Hospital, Kathy (Mrs. Bud)
may be purchased in town from
Hodge. I've had the book too
any member of the Murray
long already.
Shrine Club, some of whom I
I'll guarantee you won't go to
know to be Jim Williams. Don
sleep reading "Satan's FerRobinson. Roy Folsom at the
ryman." You'll be afraid to, for
Post Office, Leroy Todd at the
some of its tales will stand your
Racer service station on
hair on end like Don King's.
Chestnut Street. Alfred J. LindYou've seen him on television.
sey. Dr. John Quertermous,
He's the black prizefight pro- - Marcri Wan and, of course,
moter with the weird hairdo.
Tommy Sanders.
• • •
Tickets also may be purchasI've promised my newlyed locally at the Chamber of
married Shriner friend Tommy
Commerce offices, at Rudy's
Sanders that I would remind you
Restaurant, at the Western
all of the 1986 Rizpah Temple
Sizzler Restaurant and at the
Shrine Circus which will be comExposition Center.
ing to Murray for three perforLet's all go to the circus!
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What happens
when Congress
is on recess?
WASHINGTON (AP — The
U.S. Capitol undergoes a
remarkable transformation
when Congress is away and the
cherry blossoms are in bloom.
No longer is the building full of
aides scurrying after
lawmakers who are scurrying
after each other in search of
fleeting compromises.
With the legislative put away
for the Easter holiday, the
building shines as a museum of
history. Hundreds and hundreds
of tourists lose themselves
beneath the soaring ceilings and
between the statues and paintings of great Americans and
moments of the nation.
Of course, some actually do
get lost.
A tour group mistakenly
wandered into the House Press
Gallery, where a few reporters
were resisting the temptation to
nap on the Capitol lawn.
"Oh, Mr. President. can you
hold on please, we've got some
visitors," a reporter on the
phone joked in a loud voice.
Then there was the teacher
who knocked at the back door of
the press room in search of the
House visitors gallery, 15
children trailing him. He asked
humbly if they could walk
through the press area and promised they would behave.
"Now children, be very quiet.
This is working press," he admonished the students as they
tiptoed past several reporters
eating lunch. playing Scrabble
and cleaning out file drawers.
Of course. Washington can be
a confusing town to get around,
with the diagonal streets and
strategically placed traffic
rotaries.
It was painful to tell a woman
who just completed the long
climb up Capitol Hill that the
National Air and Space Museum
was in the opposite direction.
Once inside the Capitol, the
visitors are without a prime
source of information — the
elevator operators. who depart
when Congress is on recess.
That also leaves the tourists
(and others) to undertake a task
the lawmakers shun — pushing
the buttons themselves on the
automatic elevators.

I-IANDS ACROSS AMERICA
agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Assembly offers insight to state's political thinking
FRANKFORT — If a person
eriously wanted to do a research
project that would enlighten him
about the political thinking in
Kentucky. he could spend the
summer studying the bills introduced in the 1986 General
Assembly.
A researcher could find out a
whole lot about the individual
legislators, what part of the state
he is from, and the why of his
thinking in many cases.
In the way of numbers there
were 1.388 bills introduced in the
House and the Senate.990 for the
House and 398 for the Senate; 355
resolutions. 147 for the Senate and
208 for the House.
As for the 1388 bills introduced
by both branches, a total of 477
passed; 197 have been signed by
the governor; 273 are awaiting
her signature or veto and 7
became law
without her
signature.
The bills varied in importance
from raising the classification of
a small town to the $13.6 billion
dollar budget
A great deal of discussion and
debate across the coffee tables
and in the legislative halls always
Is devoted to taxes, but always

with an eye to caution.
Much of it for this session
began in the special session last
year when Gov. Martha Layne
Collins outlined plans for a large
increase in funds for education
and more money for the road
system. Talk was all it got then.
and the word went out early in
this session that there would be
no increase in taxes. It is well to
note here that the legislature did
vote a five cent tax increase per
gallon on gasoline.
This is the only tax increase of
any significance. But, the researcher would find that at least 60
bills were introduced dealing
with taxes, but most of them were
for taking a small tax off of some
Items.
For example, the state tax on
pari-mutuel betting on state race
tracks was reduced and the
money designated to increase
purses and track use..
A bill was passed to reduce the
abuse of.use of dealer tags to
avoid payment of the state sales
and license taxes.
But mostly. suspicion could be
aroused that several of these tax
proposals were introduced as
campaign foils since all of the

House members and half of the
Senate are up for election this
year.
Another that passed eliminates
the collection of the state sales
tax on candies and taxable items
of this category when purchased
with food stamps. If the items are
paid for in cash, they are taxable.
This conforms with government
regulations.
Another example, an amendment was offered on a bill to
eliminate church vehicles from
local taxes.
As usual, the bill to tax unmined minerals caused a lot of talk
and debate but was killed in committee before it could get to the
floor for a final vote. It did get a
second reading. but was
recommitted.
An amendment was offered to
this bill classifying the publishing
industry as a manufacturing activity and thus subject to state tax
only.
Another example of exemptions Was granted on materials
used in the construction of blast
furnaces.
These things hack away a state
income while voices on the other
side are asking for increases in
state income.
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MURRAY TODAY
Coining community events
Tuesday. April 8
Murray' TOPS itake
off pounds sensibly )
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
——— —
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
————
1:11, 0:15

C

I

DAVID Pali:
CARRA:)NE

Tuesday, April 8
Tuesday. April S _
Murray Star Chatiler • ington at 9 a m.: -RebecNo. 433 Order of the ca Whittaker with
Eastern Star will meet Thelma Parker at 2
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge p.m.; Louella Beddoe
with Sue Vandegrift al 7
hall.
p.m.
——— —
Legion of Murray
—— ——
Wednesday, April9
Moose Lodge will meet
Homemakers Clubs
at 8 p.fll. with officers to
will meet as follows:
meet at 7 p.m.
Pottertown in Boston
Alzheimer's Support Tea Party in Holiday
Group will meet at 4:15 Inn and Harris Grove at
p.m. in private dining Ellis Community Center
room of Murray - at 10 a.m.; South PleaCalloway County sant Grove with
Delyghte- Humphreys at
Hospitral.
1:30 p.m.
- ——

Groups of First Christian Church CWF are
scheduled to meet as
follows: I with Mrs.
Fred Wells at 10 a.m.
and III with Ann
117111:16 91ELLEY IBC
McKee! at 7:30 p.m.
————
AA will meet at
-LacPC: filat
American Legion
Building, -South Sixth
central center 753-331 4
and Maple Streets.
————
DAILY BARGAIN
Faculty recital of
MATINEES
Henry Bannon. tenor.
CHERI ONLY
with Dr. Stephen Brown
THRU APRIL 13TH
as piano accompanist
will start at 8 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall,
3
Fine Arts Center. Murray State University.
3:15
————
woit Disney s
Groups of First BapSLEEPING
tist Church Women will
meet as follows: Estelle
BEAUTYp
Gray with Elvie Bill.
CINE

1 & 2

7RONEY PIT

CHERI

yi

lw 7 05

35

N.,ABZier

3

11:311. 3:154 Ohl)

CARE BEARS
MOVIE II

Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. in dining room
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church. •
————
Ladies' day events at
Oaks Country Club will
be bridge with Jennifer
Crouse as hostess and
golf with Laura Parker
as hostess at 9:30 a.m.
————
Ladies' day events at
Murray Country Club
will include bridge with
Gayle Foster as hostess
at 9 a.m. and luncheon
at noon with Edith Garrison and Nancy
Haversto -ck as
chairmen of hostesses.
————
Events in Land Bet.ween the Lakes will include SkYwalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
————
Events at Calloway

Wednesday, April 9
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson for
a salad supper at 6:30
p.m. at home of Joyce
Fortin; Wesleyan at 7
p.m. at home of Alberta
Chapman; Hannah at
7:30 p.m. at home of
Ann Dye.
————
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
————
Hazel Center Will be
open from 10 a.m.. to 2
p.m. for activities by
senior citizens. Free
blood pressure checks
will be given from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Douglas Community
Center.
————
MSU Chess Club will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State Univekity.
Thursday, April 10
PAWS will meet at 10
a.m. At the library. All
interested school
children are invited to
attend.
————
The Murray Shrine
Circus will have performances at 10 a.m., 3
p.m. and 7 p.m. •

7.06. 0 OS 1/1111,

4/18/1
TONS DAN

Joshua R Dunn
1 yr old son of
Randy & Penny Dunn

cheebtut st. 7153-3314

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

NEW ARRIVALS

Wednesday is

_Int's Das
Specoel Packages
Special Prices

00014111 • MINTY
COMMANDO • 1941
WESTS101 STORY

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Mon.101 11

a.m. 10 p.m.
Sun. it Holidays-1 p.m.-10 p.m.

Burkeen sustains injury
Murray Ledger &
Times Murray Today
editor Jo Burkeen
win be away from her
desk for several days
because of an injurysustained in a fall
Monday.
She is scheduled to
undergo surgery

753-0035
First Baptist

chestnut it. 753-3314

SPECIAL
For your summer tan visit

TAN

FOREVER
at Kirksey

n for only $2800 and register
300 mm.
for a free 300 min. to be given away in April.
Hours 7 a.m..11 p.m.

489-2101 or 489-2121

•

20% Off

Reg. Price
Tops, Pants, Dresses,
Shorts & Swimsuits
Sizes 4-46

Sun Dresses '20"
PARKER'S
sy Br Id Shoppun Plaza— Mayfield, Ky.

MICROWAVES
We have the features you
want most in a microwave
plus the size to fit every
need.

After The
Sale Service!

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd Street
753-5341

to show film

Maternity Wear

TAPPAll

3000

In the meantime,
other Murray Ledger
& Times newsroom
staffers have been
temporarily assigned
her normal duties.

The new film "The from 6-7:30 lot as part of
Devil'sCoach", featur- the "singles and family
ing the story of a man night" program.
confronted with a lifechanging experience at
"The Devil's Coach"
the most critical mo- reveals how Jim Brock
ment of his life, will be had reached success
shown in the fellowship and then fell on hard
hall of First Baptist times as baseball coach
Church. 203 S. 4th St., at Arizona State UniverMurray, April 18 at 7:30 sity. The film is releasp.m. Admission is free ed by Outreach Films,
and popcorn will be Burbank, Calif., this
provided.
country's fastestIn addition to the film, growing distributor of
volleyball will be played films for churches and
in the church parking youth organizations.

THE
INTELLIGENT
CHOICE

Starting At $

Wednesday to repair
a fracture to her
shoulder.

IRA
WORKSHOPS
Every Sat. 10 a.m.-11 a.m.
Every Thurs. 7 p.m.-8 p.m.
(Feb. 15th-April 12th)
Edward D. Jones & Co.
& Randy Saladin will answer
your IRA & IRA Rollover
Questions. NO Cost or
obligation! Sessions held
at 522 Main St.
753-7401

Holt-James wedding planned
The Rev and Mrs.
Richard Holt announces
the engagement and
aproaching marriage of
their daughter, Suzanne
Michelle Holt, to David
Allen James, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Ray
James, Sr. of Hickory.
Miss Holt is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Holt. Sr. of
Dexter and Mrs. Beulah
Kline and the late
Lawrence Kinsey of
Warden, Ill. She is the
great-granddaughter of
Mrs. Elizabeth Kinsey
of Chattanooga, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a
1985 graduate of Wingo
High School and is
presently employed
with Fisher-Price Toys
of Murray, Ky.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Lorea
Robertson of Paducah
and the late Ira (Hugh)
and Minnie.. James of
Gob.
He will be graduating
from Mayfield High
School in May and is
presently employed
with Leon Dick and Son
Printing of Mayfield.
The couple will exchange vows Saturday.
May 24 at 4 p.m. at First
Assembly of God.
Church in Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
reception which will
follow.
Rev. Carl Kelleher,
Lewistown, Ill., cousin
of the bride-elect, will
officiate.

Brandon Dale James born

Golf line up listed

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray James, Jr., of
Mayfield, Ky. are the parents of a son, Brandon
Dale borned Saturday, March 15, 10:15 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
weighed- eight pounds twelve ounces and
measured twenty-one inches long. The mother is
the former Rosanne Holt. The father is employed
with Ingersoll-Rand in Mayfield. Grandparents
are the Rev. and Mrs. Richard Holt of Dexter
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray James Sr. of
Hickory. Maternal great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Holt Sr. of Dexter and Mrs. Beulah
Kline of Warden, Illinois. Mrs. Elizabeth Kinsey
of Chattanooga. Tenn. is the maternal great
great grandmother. Paternal great grandmother is Mrs. Lorea Robertson of Paducah.

The scramble line up for the scheduled Oaks
Ladies Golf on April 9 has been established. No. 1
tee — Mable Rogers, Grace James, Cheryl
Darnell and Sally Ann Sawyer. No. 2 tee —
Burlene Brewer, Margie Hitz, Martha Barnett
and Irene Woods. No. 3 tee — Maxine Prange'',
Florence Hensley, Brenda Parker and Shirely
Wade. No. 4 tee — Laura Parker, Lou Darnell,
Linda roach and Hazel Beale. Tee time is_ 9:30
a.m.

W.M.S. holds prayer week
The W.M.S. of West Fork met in March for a
week of Prayer for Home Missions. Mrs. Ruth
Parker was in charge of the lesson. "How Far
Love Reaches". Mrs. Violet Johnson, president,
made the announcement concerning the new
W.M.U. Buildings. On the last day of the meeting
breakfast was served in the fellowship hall of the
church before the study. Others in attendance
were Cozy Garlaad, Lois Dixon, Maudina Butterworth, Nancy Taberst.Euphrema Dexter, Doris
Greer and Mrs. Prentice Tucker. The regular
meeting will be April 15 at 1:30 p.m. with Kathy
Wilcox as hostess and Bible Study Leader.

Private completes training
Pvt. 1st Class Timothy A. Weatherbee, son of
Wannetta M. Weatherbee of 2021 Marion Circle,
Mayfield, Ky., has completed basic training at
Fort Knox, Ky. During the training, students
received instruction in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map reading, tactics, military
courtesy, military justice, first aid, and Army
history and traditions. He is a 1982 graduate of
Calloway County High School.

Conference to be held
There will be a conference of Apostolic
Pentecostal Ministers April 17-18 hosted by the
Lake-Land Apostolic Church. The Thursday and
Friday night services begin at-T:30 p.m. with
Rev. David Johnson of Memphis. Tenn. as
speaker. The Friday afternoon service begins at
1:30 p.m. with recognition and testimonies from
visiting ministers with the main Bible Lesson
taught by Rev. Edgar Tetrick of Louisville.
James H. Cain is host pastor. The Lake-Land
Apostolic is located at 402 Sunbury Circle just off
South Fourth Street. The public is invited.

Ino

Secretaries activites listed
1986 marks the 35th year for Professional
Secretaries Week, originated in 1952 and solely
sponsored by Professional Secretaties International. To be held locally at the Curris Center is a
8:30 a.m. breakfast and a 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
seminar entitled "Management Techniques and
Office Effectiveness" on Saturday, April 19. The
Annual Executive Night Banquet will be held on
Monday, April 21, at 6:30 p.m. Secretaries Week
activities will be concluded on Friday, April 25
with a noon luncheon at Western Sizzlin'. All
Secretaries Week activities are open to all
secretaries and their employers. For more information, contact Linda Lester at 753-1292.

Siebold presents paper
Faculty and students from Murray State
University's Department of Industrial Education and Technology recently attended the 48th
annual International Technology Education
Association Conference in Kansas City, Mo. Bert
Siebold, assistant professor, presented a paper
at the meeting titled "Earthquake Forces and
Earthquake Resistance; Factors in Housing
Design." Students who attended the conference
were Doug Brown of Dexter; Doug Colton of
Princeton; Karen Daugherty of Reed; John Kee
of Thompsonville. Ill.; Andrea McCormick of
Cadiz; and Steve West of Benton. They are
members of the Industrial Education and
Technology Club. Others from the departmental
faculty who attended the meeting were: Dr. John
Kruger,chairman,and Dr. Eddie Adams,Danny
Claiborne and Mori Toosi.

Jackson was guest speaker.
Bob Jackson, secretary/treasurer of HT
Marketing of Murray, was the guest speaker
recently at a meeting of the Economics and
Finance Club at Murray State University. A student in the Master's of Business Administration
program at Murray State. Jackson explained the
financial duties of his position. HT Marketing
sells Hawaiian Tropic and 24 other products with
annual sales of $18 million. Jackson earned his
undergraduate degree with an area in finance at
Murray State in 1985.

-ihis bah'ori`v

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $

0•

We are pleased to announce
that Valerie Hendon, brideelect of Robert Boyd, has
selected her dinnerware from
our complete bridal registry.
Valerie and Robert will be
married May 10.

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

rW Edward 0 Jones D Co
Momper% Neya Yon, SloCIR Exchange

Suzanpe Holt and David James
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Calloway students have new business class
The Calloway County
Branch of Pic-Apex
(Paper Information
Consultants-American
Paper Exporters
Association) is a
simulation course for
Calloway students that
are interested in
business.

have her job finished by
a certain deadline so the
next clerk can finish her
job. Since the statistical
department is the heart
of Pic-Apex, if they fall
behind the whole
business falls behind,
causing the department
to lose money.

The two hour class
prepares the students
for the busines world by
teaching them cooperation, patience and the
importance of punctuality. The class is run
exactly as a real
business. Every student
relies on each other to

Pic-Apex also teaches
the employees,
students, the process of
using different
machinery
such as
duplicators "(fluid and
ink), computers, and
the IBM electronic
typewriters.
"It has helped me

build my business skills
and has prepared me for
the business world",
stated}amie McKnight.
Lisa Morgan stated
her opinion this way:
"Pic-Apex is teaching
me to cooperate and
work with others as in a
real business."

The employees of PicApex are as follows:
Renee Carroll, Linda
Noel, and Tammy
teacher and organizer of Miller, Statistical
local participation in the Clerk; Lori Roberts,
WLC, the sixth grade Statistical Auditor;
classes were "excited to Pam Torsak, Mail Clerk
be taking part in and Receptionist:
something so unique Marilyn McCallon, File
and large-scale that Clerk and Mail Clerk;
focuses attention on the Cindy Dunn, Supply
value of music in the Clerk; Lee Lewter, Billschool curriculum. The ing Clerk.
whole student body at
Jamie McKnight, AcEast also participated
by watching the pro- .:ounts Payable Clerk
Susan Sykes, Accounts
gram on television."
Receivable Clerk;
Ast
Amberly Moss, Coley Wallis
and Jesse Gagel are decorating the Easter Tree in Mary Gail
Graphics Clerk; Debbie
Johnson's kindergarten at Murray Elementary School. Mrs. Johnson based
Key, Copy/Design
the activity on "The Egg Tree," a book on Pennsylvania Dutch customs
Clerk; Jolene
written by Katherine Milhous many years ago.
Aeschliman, Johnna
Jones, Kim Darnell, and
tion or a display for the Valerie Duncan, Typist;
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
rest of the class.
and Lisa Morgan, ExMurray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
For example, after she ternal Consultant.
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
read "The Halloween
Witch," Brook Minner
created a "diorama" in
;40
a shoebox with cut-out
cardboard figures.
Greg Miller read about
the American flag and
made a poster - to illustrate the history of the
flag and list the rules for
Choose from 3 Meats & 6 Vegetables
$
displaying it. Clay
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also Included
tAl
Ryan's poster showed
the path he'd take for his
Also Serving Our Bountiful Salad Bar Plus Our Famous Fish &
vacation trip in outer
Seafood Dinners In Special Luncheon Portions
space _ after he read
_ "Let's Go To The
Starting At 124S- '—
Moon!"
Other children made
Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.
models to illustrate simple scientific principles.
Mrs. Foster said that
parents were invited to
help with the projects,
either by simply serving
as a "conversation partner" or in more concrete
ways.
"Both these reading
programs are intended
to be fun," she noted.
"They're not evaluated
as regular reading instruction is.
"Instead of a grade,
the payoff is a good feeling about reading — and
therefore a better performance in all subjects."

Sixth graders join in nationwide concert
The sixth grade
classes at East
Calloway Elementary
sang along in a nationwide concert on Tuesday, March 18. East
Calloway was one of
more than 1500 schools
across the country taking part in the event,
billed as The World's
Largest Concert(WLC).
The WLC was sponsored
by the Music Educators

National Conference to
highlight "Music In Our
Schools, Month this
March.
The idea behind the
concert was to have
everyone sing and play
the same program on
the same day at the
same time, following
the United States Air
Force Band and Singing
Sergeants, Major
James M. Bankhead,

conductor. The halfhour program, which
was aired on KET included "The StarSpangled Banner,"
"Music and Kids,"
"This Land Is Your
L and," "The
Washington Post March
,""It's a Small World,"
and "Americana."
According to Linda
Stalls, East music

Activities help students
develop reading habit
Second-grade teachers
at Murray Elementary
School have introduced
several new activities to
help children "develop
the reading habit"
before they leave school
for the summer.
"We want the children
to recognize that reading
a good book is as much
fun as watching television — maybe even
more," said secondgrade teacher Lashlee
Foster.
Robertson second•g-rader Jayson Brittian made
this mollel of a periscope from two milk cartons,
aluminum foil and mirrors after reading the
book, "Beginning Science." He gave his father
credit for "gluing the milk cartons together."
The "Readers Are Winners" program in which
Jayson is participating aims at connecting
reading with doing.

In one approach,
parents have been asked
to keep a record of the
books their children
read. When a child reads
five books, he receives a
paper cut-out jogging
shoe marked with his
name to be fixed to the
wall under the slogan
"Reading Jogs The
Mind."
Another approach used in some classes connects reading with doing.
Called "Readers Are
Winners," it encourages
children to follow their
special interests and express special talents.
After reading a book
he selects himself, the
child presents what he's
learned in a demonstra-

Third grade students in Gwyn Key's class at
Southwest Calloway County Elementary School
dressed in Mexican serapes, sombreros and
rebozos at their recent "Mexican Fiesta Day."

Activities help students
learn more.about Mexico
Did you ever wear a
sombrero? Break a
pinata? Eat a tortilla?
See a bull fight? Climb a
pyramid? Visit a country
that is so different from
our country?
Of course, the visit
Gwyn Key's third grade
students took to Mexico
was only an imaginary
one, but it seemed real
enough.
The students were involved in many interesting activities during the unit on Mexico,
which was led by Jamie
Blanks, student teacher
from
Murray State
University.
They learned about
Mexico's history. cities,
climate,
people,

customs, art and dress.
On "Mexican Party
Day" they presented an
original play about Mexico to their parents. The
parents provided special
Mexican foods, such as
tortillas, enchiladas,
tacos with
various
sauces, chili, chips,
tamales and pina colada
cake.
At the end of the day,
a pinata, made by Miss
Blanks, was hung in the
cafeteria. Blindfolded
students took turns trying to break the pinata
with a stick. There was
such fun and excitement
when
the
students
struggled to get the candies placed inside the
pinata
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Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.
1 Meat 3 Vegetables
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We Wave It..

41
•
1-10x13
30
• i Wall Photo)
COLOR
1- 8x10
PHOTOS
2- 5x7
2- 3x5
16-King Size
Wallets
8-Regular
Size Wallets

1O 1
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910.00 P
Diu
Apt
Plus Tax

WE USE KODAK PAPER
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Central Shopping Center
Thursday, April 10th

THE NEW 1987 JEEP WRANGLER
HAS ARRIVED!
This on-off road vehicle .performs like no other. The new
dimensional JEEP WRANGLER is
both rugged and versatile.

••

•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••
• • •• • •
• • •

•

Come by and test drive the new
JEEP WRANGLER today!

4r
4IE

10% Savings
On Jeans, Blouses, Skirts and more!!!
Thursdav-Friday & Saturday
9_5
121 N. at Stella
-53-2493

NIONIONAPOTK

1••••••••

300

Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray city
schools at 753-4363 or the Calloway County
public schools at 753-3033.

•

Sue's
Discount Jeans

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

*

S
()ROI IP (11AR(d
99( per person

•

COLOR

inc.

..

PHOTOS
Kodak paper
of Your Life

For a 0000 Look ol

rhe Terries
TM

.
==
4%
.
11LuzALtulmtzu,

CAINS AMC JEEP RENAULT INC

,` RENAULT

Jeep

Hwy. 641 North

753-6448
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S Oar I •SS • wai Mart Sells for Less • Wai Mart Sells
for Less • War Mart Sells for Less • Wai-Mari
Sells for Less • Wc Mari Sells for L•ss • Wai Mart
Sells for Le

• Vinl Marl Sells for

Less • Wal-Mart Sells

OTHER APRIL EVENTS
Jean Trade-In Day

April 8th & 9th

INAL

(Bring in old pair of jeans, get $3.00 Off any new pair of jeans
$10 or more.)

Shopping Cart Bingo — April 10th

Spring
DISINFECTANT
SPRAY
REGULAR SCENT

Dow Disinfectant
Bathroom Cleaner
•

RILLS
"OUSEROL0
GERMS

HEAVY DUTY ACTION

MOLD AND
MILDEW

....--'.1.87

3

For$
3 Sale
Mr Clean
All Purpose Cleaner

For$
2Sale
Lysol Toilet Bowl Cleaner
•

Sale

Lysol

Disinfectant Spray
.•

Handi Mop
•Sponge mOp

available *No 1 82fr-,nn,,

Reg. 3.17

re Sint

0 Cedar*
Angler Broom
- *Gels the dtrf °Etter t,,rlor,
'No

$5

Tucker
Rubbermaid
Shelf Liner
•'
h
111 '00t
•(),I •E,1 --, 1'1

Loma

wü

Swingtop Wastebasket
size *Chocolate or almond •No

49

•.1.1 Quart

Tucker •

Plastic Dust Pan
'King-size hi-impact dust pan
'Will not scratch or mar floor

'No. 149

67Reg.

67'

Hoover' Spirit
Portable Canister
Vacuum Cleaner
•7' Guar'
disposable bag
•Edge cleaning
nozzle 516 Foot
power cord
•Ha e; to side
switch •No S3289

6C Eac

Si
or A

Save $10.00

t Re-V
4 Shell Unit
•Ad purpose steel
shelving 'Ribbed
shelves lOr extra
strength *Durable
attractive baked
enamel finish *Side
and back sway
braces 'Gray
'No FS-12-4

11 Quart Pail

Reg. 69.94

•Plastic paint pail
*Almond
•No. 168

1.24

Low Pice
Every Day

Rubbermaid
Vacuum Bags

•Reg. 1.46

Regina' Steemer
Carpet Cleaner
•E l',y to use no nook
uo; no mii.ing nt,
•Lightwetght
convenient portable
•Effect,vely (Jeans high
traffic areas •Removes
spots and spills before
they Stain •No 5278

•
•
Al when
IL)'
no overflow

•Powerfut ,ndusicalduty motor •Easliy
converts to a
blower
*NO 600-01

50 F

Save $8.00

Save $9.00

Rubbermaid•
Clean Up Caddy
*Convenient storag,for
cleaners brushes Pb
•PLact,/ •Aimoncl 'No

Reg. 64.84

Reg. 48.44

Olympic • Overcoat
*One galloc • •••
lates house paint */ tir
use on many surfaces
•Water clean ip •Dries
fast *Choice of ovh•re
and Colors

•
•

Is

In

•

W•

01`,,
,•

Ai

WI'. Si C

Sprin

sp
'Dual p
soaker lies flat
60
*No GS

Rubbermaid
Wrap and Bag
Organizer
•convurnir -1 to!aq.,
PaPr- hirty
wrap aluminum
•Aicncirirt

Rubbe maid Broom
and Mop Organizer

Rubbermaid•
Ironing Organizer
•( onverlieni storage to,
iron ironing board and
starc ii cans or bottles
'Plastic 'Almond
•No 2329

•No

Your Choice

0".". • Wat Ria,t 501 11 for Leo, • W ry Marl Sells In, tas. •

41

Mail Sol.s fr., tat.% • we' mort Solis to, Isis • ws. Mari
Sahc I
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iron to
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Low Price
Every Day
Each

go AM

a“ • Wal•Merf SIII1$

Of Less • 116,11.14
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1-Mart Sells for Less • wai-Mert Sells for Less • wit-Marl Sells for Less • Wei
-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less •
Wai-Mari Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Liss • Wal-Mart Sells for Less •

NO SERVICE CHARGE LAY-AWAY
IN ORDER TO FOLLOW THIS
NO CHARGE CONVENIENCE,
WE MUST FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES.
1. Down payments must be at least 10% of
amount purchased.
2. All layaways must be paid on every 30 days
and picked up within 60 days.
3 Markdown or clearance merchandise is not
eligible for layaway.
4. Strictly seasonal merchandise such as Valentines, Easter, Halloween, Christmas, Tree Trim or
Holiday Decorations are not eligible for layaway
less than 10 days prior to the date of the event.
•

CRAFT CLASSES
dnesday, April 9 — Counted Cross Stitch
2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Ell

i

El El
3
•
04

cm
tn

Squa re Smoker

•.•

L ,Ototly
Jr,itt control
si •Chrome prated
'g grid •No 8008

•

3
•

Reg. 27.93

Sa v
em

7tr

•

Oxford Cloth
Fancies And Solids
50% P0lyesteri5u -?,.. cot-ton and
POlyester;cotton blends 58-60
InCnes wide Paste coiors in
solids str pei- and fancies For
blouses r.flirts or dresses
Machine 4ash and d r

5 Piece Bistro Set
seat ari:
•28 Inch r

,

•1.1,
,

Summerlane Lotto Prints
65% Celanese Fortrel'
polyester/35% cotton 45
Inches wide Smal neat rorals
. new Spr ng pastel
.,olorations Great tor dresses
or blouses Macnine wasr anc
dry

2 3

E-ViiITT

Yards

3
•
•
•

Low Price
Every Day

Trigger Sportswear Solids
Marigold Flocked Dotted Swiss
Ceianese cirtrei•
.iiyester'50 2t cotton 48
wide Select from new
iring pastels and basic colors
to. blouses or dresses
'.'achine wash and dry

Polyester 35% con
inches wide Selec
wide range of colors Fspe, .
good for pants jackets or
sportswear separates Mach,ntwash and dry

Yard

Yard

:eg.

Broadcast Spreader

6C Each

!
III2

Reg.
M64 1.97

Reg.
3.47

•75 Pound hopper, non-corrosive
•8 Inchx1.50 rubber tired semipneumatic wheels •4 feet x 8 feet
spreading width

polyester
Fortrer

.5 trademark
•• Celanese Cor.oatK,

Chambray "Laundered"
Prints And Solids
50% tsodel• polyester
Cotton 42-43 Inches wide
Floral designs on bluechambray. Great for rompe
.mpsuits or sundresses
Stachine wash and dry
,ard
R

oleen Prints
Tr.verd•
•
ayon 45 Inches
rom classic dots r.
tripes Idea. for Some
resses or sportswear
ash and dry

9 Fo t Re-Web Kit
webbing to do one
o W20039-R

227

NELSON

2.64

11 Piece Sierra Group
F

Sprinkler Hose

ual p Pose sprinkler and
aaker ties flat
o GS

MasterCard

11/04.**ANT

Impulse Sprinkler
•Coyers all of an 86 toot
d ameter circle *Collars
adtust pattern *Dial controls
distance •No 1170

•4 Molded toding chair'.
•4 Matching seat and ha,
CushionS •One
foot umbrella
•One 36' 2 rich steel supported
table •One 54 tablecloth
'No WM1000 .

Reg. $69
Rog. 1.96
Drossmokor Shears

Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
Sale Ends Sunday, April 13

VISA

Stitch Witchery
'. Aer,
fus,N tabrir,s v thout stilt 111114 • rt
Inches w.de
s•
time quick to fuse Washable
dry cleanable

AOW11711MFD INEMCMANOMME POLICY —IS ISO. infer,

too to hake every advertised damcm stock howevet 0 doe go env
gOoreseen meson sh adverlssed Seen at /VI Walla* /OF coo New
WM Mart
anus a Ram Chid, on request tot the merchandise to
he purr hosed al Ohs sole pore whenever aksasble is ad sal coo a
^C•coodartable reductor)", In price We /1•••••,...
4
•
,
rhu131
to NMI quirthads Landaltonk sod In New Memo

Reg.
18$ Ea.

Wai-Mart Polyester Thread
". Polyester A.)0 Yard spocY

Assorted colors plus black and
white

WAI:MART

eats fsr less • Wal Mart Sells for Less • Wit Mart Sells for less • Wit Min
Sells or LOSS •

Wit

-AI.l

Sells for

LOSS •

WO' Mart Sell

for

@SS •

Wal Mart Sells for Less • w 1-

rt Sells for Less •
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sisaviamoserao•••••••••••••••••911111111111.110111.1.1111911111111011
.
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mkeemenrrem•Malamtellas1001111110111dO
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7spool9

•8 In. Stainless Steel
Shear
•Lightweight with
plastic handles

I

at S It

for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less

•.
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Plants to help protect homes

De

Eddyville inmates plant bushes for elder47
EDDYV1LLE. Ky.( AP — Inmates who belong to the Jaycees
chapter at the Western Kentucky Farm Center aren't
beating around the bush with
their latest project.
The prisoners at the state's
minimum -security facility are
planting 2,000 thorny Autumn
Olive bushes with the idea that
they may eventually be
replanted under the windows of
the elderly to make potential
burglars think twice before
breaking and entering.
"If somebody's lnoking for an
easy mark, this-As something to
turn him away," said Ernest
Lawson, 27, one of the farm
center's 35 Jaycees. The
Louisville man is serving time
for armed robbery.
"It's good that elderly people
benefit, but it benefits us. too.
We're in here because we made
mistakes and were trying to improve ourselves."
Farm center Warden John
Duncan said few inmates whc
take part in such communit3
programs return to prison
"They're working on the other
side of the law this time."
The spark for the project was

provided by 56th District Commonwealth's Attorney Bill Cunningham, who heard on a
newscast about the idea
originated by Cape May. N.J.,
County Sheriff James T.
Pious's.
"Statistics show that burglars
are less likely to attempt to
break into a house with sticky or
thorny bushes beneath windows," Cunningham said.
A burglar would be less likely
to trample the bush down and go
ahead with his break-in because
"he'd have the scars to prove it,
and that would be incriminating," Cunningham
said.
He wrote for more information and found that in New
Jersey, inmates were growing
about 250 seedlings behind the
courthouse and were selling
them for $1. each.
Cunningham also found that
the State Division of Forestry
was interested. David Fisher,
director of forestry at the state's
John P. Rhody nursery in
Gilbertsville, said he would set
aside about 2.000 seedlings,
which would grow to be wide,
thorny and about 6 feet high in

REWARD
Nationwide Sewing Machine Distrbuting Company Education Department pieced orders in anticipation of previous year sales. Due to budget cuts, those sales
we undelivered. These mschines must be sold! AM machines offered are new
and the most modern machines and in new cartons. These machines are MADE
OF METAL and sew on all fabrics: levis, canvas, upholstery, nylon, stretch vinyl,
silk. EVEN SEW ON LEATHER!
These machines are new with a 25-year WARRANTY. With this new 1986
Free Arm sewing machine you just set the dial and see magic happen, straight
sewing, zig zag, buttonholes (any size). Invisible blindhem, monogram, satin
stitch, embroidery, applique, sew on buttons and snaps, topstitch, double needle, all of this and more without the need of old fashioned cams or programmers. Your price with this ad $168; without this ad $429. MasterCard and Visa
accepted, your checks are welcome.

Nationwide Service Policy Included
Your price with this ad $168.00
Without this ad $429.00

about three years.
Cunningham mentioned the
idea to Duncan. who found the
inmate Jaycees chapter was
interested.
Last week. Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear planted the first 3-foothigh bushes on a dusty half-acre
plot at the center.
Just how the bushes will be

transplanted to homes of the
elderly hasn't been determined,
but it will be at least eight months until the crop is ready.
Cunningham suggested that
civic groups and non-profit
organizations may want to call
or write the farm center about
obtaining bushes for distribution
in their neighborhoods.

Airline Makes Way For
Groundwork for summit Heavyweight Passenger

could be laid by meeting
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
officials say a meeting between
President Reagan and Soviet
Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin
could lay the groundwork for a
second summit between Reagan
and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev.
Reagan was to meet Dobrynin
today at the White House, where
the Soviet statesman was expected to bring word of
Moscow's willingness to hold a
meeting soon between Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze
and Secretary of State George
Shultz to discuss summit arrangements, the U.S. officials
said.
Dobrynin and Shultz had a
breakfast meeting Monday, and
although details of their discussion were not disclosed, they
were believed to have focused on
the timing of a ShultzShevarcinadze meeting, according to the officials, who spoke
only on condition of anonymity.
Almost no progress toward a
second summit has been
reported since Reagan and Gorbachev agreed to one when they
met (last November in Geneva.
The United States has been
pressuring for a summit no later
than July, while the Soviets have

been holding out for a meeting
that will produce a major
agreement.

Calloway to hold
meetings for
input by parents

Showing sponsored by Nationwide Sewing Machine Distributing Co.,

1-800-221-4652
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
LAYAWAYS WELCOME
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED

4 HOURS ONLY — WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9
3 p.m.-7 p.m.
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Holiday Inn
Holiday Inn
Hwy. 45 Bypass at St. 121
S. 12th St. US 641 S.
Mayfield, Ky.
Murray, Ky

Gov. Martha Layne Collins
has proclaimed the week of
April 6-12 as Library Week in
Kentucky. Kentucky libraries
are celebrating National
Library Week with the theme
"Get a Head Start at the
Library."
"Our libraries offer the opportunities for learning and for
leisure reading that can assist

DEAR ABBY: A reader recently
recommended a solution for fat people who couldn't fit into a regular
seat on a commercial airline: Buy
two coach seats and remove the arm
rest between them. For some
heavyweights, that may not be
enough.
I submit the following Associated
Press release, March 6:
"FRANKFURT, West Germany—
Japan Air Lines removed six seats
from the first-class section of a
Boeing 747 Wednesday to make
room for an 875-pound man flying to
Tokyo.
"Albert Pernitsch, 29, of Graz,
Austria, claims to be the world's
heaviest man. He told reporters at
Frankfurt airport that he was traveling to Japan to exhibit himself at a
Tokyo fair.
"Japan Air Lines removed six
seats and reinforced the plane's
floor to install a special seat for
Pernitsch, airport spokeswoman
Sigrun Weiss said.
"They also installed a toilet with a
desk-sized seat concealed by a curtain and a specially designed safety
belt for the extra-large passenger,
she said.
"A Japan Air Lines spokesman in
Frankfurt declined to say how much
Pernitsch paid for his flight."
VERMONT READER

The Calloway Co. Schools will
hold three meetings to allow for
parent input into the planning
and evaluation of the Chapter I
programs. These programs include readiness, remedial
reading, and remedial math.
The agenda will include orien•
tation to law, program planning,
implementation and evaluation
of current Chapter I programs.
All interested persons are invited to attend any of the following meetings:
April 15 — at Southwest
Elementary School — following
the adjournment of the PTA
meeting at 7 p.m.
April 24 — at North Elementary School — following the adjournment of the PTA meeting
DEAR READER: At least no
at 7 p.m.
one had to ask, "Where's the
April 24 — at East Elementary
beef?" It was in first class.
School — following the adjournment of the PTA meeting at 6:30
•• *
p.m.

Collins proclaims Library Week

MasterCard and Visa, American Express accepted
Your checks are welcome

By Abigail Van Buren

people in very practical ways at
home and at work," Gov. Collins
said. "Moreover, the ideas
available there can stimulate
the kind of intellectual growth
that allows people to lead fuller,
more satisfying lives."
The governor urges all Kentucky citizens to get a head start
at the library during this week
and throughout the year.

DEAR ABBY: I would like to
respond to "William in Butler, Pa.,"
who describes himself as "34, fairly
good-looking, unemployed and tired
of being turned down by greedy
women because I'm broke."
I am a 36-year-old single woman,
and although I would dearly love to
meet a nice man, I, too, would
hesitate to date a man like William.
I'm not after anyone's money, as I
have a good job and can support
myself. It's just that I expect an
adult person to work.
William, if you are unemployed
because you were recently laid off

r .

We Can Help You
Do It All!

Let these professional contractors
help you with any of your
Spring Building & Decorating Needs

from your job, you have my sympathy. But perhaps your priority at
this time should be finding another
job, rather than trying to date.
Are you unemployed because you
dropped out of high school, or never
bothered to get any vocational or
professional training? No sympathy.
Get some.
Are you unemployed because you
refuse to take any of the low-paying
jobs that seem to be available right
now? No sympathy. Check the want
ads. Any job is better than no job.
Are you unemployed because you
are physically disabled? I personally
know paraplegics and quadriplegics
who hold down good jobs that require
mental and verbal skills. This goes
for deaf and blind people, too, who
develop their skills. No sympathy.
Maybe the women who refuse to
date you are not greedy. They may
assume that you lack motivation. Or
perhaps they are afraid to try a
relationship that they may have to
finance. My advice—stop whining
and get a job. Nobody likes a loafer.
DUTCH TREAT IN
MASTIC, N.Y.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
connection with lifie letter concerning
the cousins who came to a wedding
celebration and filled their plastic
bags with food to take home. You
said it wasn't proper.
Your answer was right on the
button, but this problem was discussed 3,500 years ago, and the
answer can be found in the Old
Testament in Deuteronomy 23:24:
"When thou comest into thy neighbor's vineyard, then thou mayest
eat grapes, thy fill at thine own
pleasure; but thou shalt not put any
in thy vessel."
GEORGE H. HARTMAN,
PURCHASE, N.Y.
* ••

(Problems? Write to Abby. For a personal, unpublished reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. All correspondence is confidential.)

RALPH WORLEY & SON
PAINTING CONTRACTORS
BRIDGES AND STRUCTURAL STEEL

•Sandblasting
•Residential
•Interior-Exterior
•Commercial
•Spray•Orush
'Industrial
'Free Estimates
LICENSED
INSURED
TOBACCO RD.

30 Gallon Round Electric

Overhead
Problem?
Rent It!
When you buy equipment,
you have the initial costly
ti

.nvestment, plus maintenance
costs, storage costs, insurance, taxes and
licenses. But when you rent that same equipment, all you pay is a rental fee for the time
you use it. We handle the rest. Murray Rental
and Sales is your assurance affair rates, top

condition equipment
and courteous service.

Water Heater

•Ready mixed concrete

ONLY $99

Tile and stepping stones, parking
curbs, concrete picnic tables and
other precast products.

208 E. Main

753-3361

CENTER
RENTING IS
REWARDING

Owner:
Gene Storks

753-2243 Almo, Ky.
527-8794 Benton

ee Plumbing
•Residential
•Commercial
•Parking Lot Marking
•Industrial Facilities

RENTAL SALES

Free
Estimates
753-6244

Keith Black
Painting and Decorating

Specializing in
residential and
commercial remodeling
and new installations.
*House sewers, water mains,
water pumps & water heaters
Hwy. 641 S.

753-3008

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
bead

Open 7 Days A Week
ilk Your (Icrup••• War aluarlin4 •Ipply C•nur
•Corm (manna — Denim at Lake Cto ICY•

"'"
-

Sat. 84, Sun. 1-S

-

Mon -Fri. 7:30-7,

M&T Painting
Contractors

SAVE ON EXECUTIVE
AIR CONDITIONERS NOW,
THEN SAVE ALL SUMMER LONG.
Now's the time to save during Irene Comleri Days
We're gel reck-boliern preseeson price* en Tramp
central air conditioning units, So you save money now
Then keep saving on energy because of the Fiecutive's high
energy efficifincy.
Call us now, and save on the brand SO million people take comfort In Trams Comfort Days and soon.

Randy Thornton Co. Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning
& Sheet Metal
1102
Chestnut

swear
733 5161
••••••••••••••••
•

MURRAY

STARKS CONCRETE

5 Yr. Warranty

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.

759-1050

Free Estimates
753-9382
Paul Myhill
753-0487
Sammy Tidwell

Marble Tubs
With or without a Whirlpool
For the feel of luxury with
the look of elegance at an
affordable price.

Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc.
753-5719
612 S. 9th
"Visk Our Showroom"

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
500 S. 4th, Murray
Starr, Hottra•
7 5 /V10(1. Fri. 8 12 Sat

753 6450

W. twitter %ini re huiktina a nev. home. remilJeline w repirconv
inJim% we hair theme high qualm envy elf.. rem Arider.en
,‘,ndou.,and rat a”dor.r. the, re wain,
( on* on en and (Cr tn. 10d11%.

urnc horny woman(arm honor roAndmai

Concrete Blocks
& Ready
Mixed Concrete
State Approved
Concrete Plant
•Building Blocks of All Sizes
•All Types of Mortar
'Pre-Mixed Concrete
•Mortar by the bag
'Sand, Limestone & Pea Gravel

Fitts Block
& Ready Mix, Inc.
753-3540
East Main "Since 1945" Murray

•
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Putty knife with wide blade best for unsticking windows
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
A putty knife with a
wide blade is your best
ally when faced with the
common household problem of a stuck window.
Such a putty knife can
be slid between the window sash and the stop or
moulding in order to
break the paint seal that
is the most common
cause of a window that
won't budge. Jiggle the
knife slightly or tap it
lightly with a hammer
and you are likely to get
the desired result.
Sometimes the window
will move after one or
two sides of the window
are treated in this manner and sometimes you
have to use the treatment on all four sides.
This emphasis on the
use of the wide-bladed
putty knife is necessary
because most of the
time somebody in the

house will do the job
with the blade of a
screwdriver. This may
unloosen the window
alright, but it will also
mar the wood considerably. simply
because the blade of
screwdriver is usually
too thick and too narrow
for the job. If you see
gouges in the wood
alongside a window, you
can be sure somebody
has attempted to
unstick it at one time or
another with a
screwdriver. Incidentally, you can buy a small,
serrated tool in some
places that is made
especially for the
unsticking of windows.
Your hardware dealer
or home -center
salesman should know
whether he has one in
stock.
While this procedure
will usually do the trick,
there are times when it

will not work even
though a paint seal is
the'cause of the trouble.
In that case, tackle the
problem from outside,
again using the putty
knife technique. When
working from the outside of the window, insert the knife blade between the bottom of the
sash and the top of the
sill and then wherever
necessary.
When a paint seal is
not the culprit, it is likely that high humidity
has caused the wood to
swell and, therefore, it
won't operate. Should
that be the problem, get
a wooden block of some
kind. Using care, tap it
along the grooves of the
sash, a move that will
expand the frame a bit
and permit the window
to be .opened. If this
doesn't work, use the
block of wood and do the
same thing with the ver-

GARAGES BUILT
WE URGE YOU
TO COMPARE!
ArrAeH OR
UNATTACHED1

NO FREIGHT
CHARGE WITHIN

"Built By Qualified Technicians Who Core"

"HOBGOOD CUSTOM"

SQMI. WI=

"HOBGOOD DELUXE"

Hardboard Siding

Vinyl Siding

CAR (Iwo)
2 CAR (18.201
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
211
'CAR (24.24) ,
LARGE 2 15 CAR (24.30)

$1990
$2590
$3090
$3390
$3990

1 15

IPfux Tax Off Level Lot

I CAR Iwo)
2 01?(18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR 22,22)
21/7 CAR (241241
LARGE 21/2 CAR (24.301

$2390
$3090
$3590
$3990
$4590

Out of Town Fre*ght)

POST FRAME BUILDINGS
Agricultural
Industrial

4111

Vorsatilo • Economical

•

Dopondoblo •(laic ly tonstructed
ER

30'.40 x 10'
12' x 9' END SLIDER
1•WALK DOOR 1 -WINDOW

40' x 56' x 10'
12' x9' END SLIDER
1-WALK DOOR 1 -WINDOW

'4790"

'7590"

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
COMPLETELY ERECTED-PLUS TAX AND OUT OF TOWN FREIGHT
Local RaprasantatIva: Ben Brightman
502-388-7349

CONTRACTORS, INC.
12946 STATE RD 57 • BOX 2776 STATION 0 • EvANSVILLE IN 47714
TELEPHONE:($12) 167-4677w ($12) 867-2411
Hours Mon Fri 8 5 Pm Sot 9-2 PM 6 Sun by Appowftwent

'ieis the Ow v web
Helpful Hardware Man
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AVAILABLE AT
PARTICIPATING ACE
HARDWARE STORES

-

YOU 7
99 LESS .259
PAY
REBATE
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

32 Gallon
Trash Container (71162)
Rugged, heavy-wall construction withstands temperature extremes. With snap-lock cover and
reinforced handles. Includes full 8year warranty.

2

WHILE
SUPPUES
LAST

tical parts of the sash
flourish again if damp- mouldings on the inside
Tapping the wooden ness and lack of ventila- of the
frame. If you have
1?lock with a hammer is tion persist.
some idea of how sash
usually very effective,
Not often, but once in cords work in doublebut you must do it gently a while, all your efforts
hung windows, you
to prevent the pane in to unstick a window are should
consider possibly
the window from without result. In that replacing
them with
cracking.
case, you must take the spring lift sashes or
After a paint seal is drastic step of removing balances
or whatever of
broken or the sash is put the sash from the frame the
newer window
in operation some other and lightly sanding or
gadgets your dealer has
way, be sure to planing the parts that in stock.
Make sure you
lubricate the channels are sticking. This re- get
full instructions on
or grooves to prevent quires considerable what
must be done,
further trouble. It care and some .eittler written
or directshould be pointed out, knowledge. You must ly from
the dealer.
however, that the high first remove the stop
In connection with the
humidity that caused
the wood to swell in the
first place may do so
again unless the condition is corrected. It's the
same as removing
mildew. No matter how
good a job you do of getting rid of it, it will

above, here is some ad- working on. Don't rely
vice about doing things on your memory. You
yourself. The first time may get a telephone call
you take apart or be otherwise intersomething that must be rupted and find you
put together again, have have forgotten what you
a pencil and piece of thought _you had
paper handy. As you memorized.
i Do-it-yourselfers will
take apart the product.
whether it be a faucet, a find helpful data on a
sash cord or whatever, variety of subjects in
write down the exact Andy Lang's handbook,
order in which the parts "Practical Home
are removed. Reverse Repairs," which can be
the order when it eomes obtained by sending $2
time to reassemble to this newspaper at Box
whatever it is you are 5. Teaneck. NJ 07666.)

Collectors
are black
for reason
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - The plate collectors placed on the roofs
of solar energy houses
are always black. Is
there a reason for that?
A. - Yes, although
there are many variations of what are called
flat-plate collectors.
Black increases absorption of the sun's heat.
The collectors are insulated on the back and
usually covered with a
transparent cover sheet
to trap heat within the
collector.
Q. - I plan to make
two bureaus and two
upright cabinets, both of
maple. I would like to
make the drawer pulls
of wood rather than use
metal ones. Is this practical or should I buy the
pulls already made?
A. - No way to
answer that without
knowing the degree of
your skill. But before
making them, why not
shop around and see
what you can buy?
Lumber yards, home
centers and many other
establishments that
cater to do-ityourselfers carry a wide
line of parts for cabinets
and doors. Also, pieces
of molding make excellent drawer pulls
when used horizontally
or pulls for cabinets
when used vertically.
Q. - I have an old
cabinet I want to
refinish, but first I
would like to determine
whether the present
finish is shellac. Is there
some way to do this?
A. - The solvent for
shellac is denatured
aleohol. Therefore, on a
part of the cabinet
which isn't easily seen,
rub briskly with a cloth
saturated in denatured
alcohol. Keep this up for
several minutes. If the
finish begins to soften or
is otherwise disturbed.
it is shellac. If it is varnish or lacquer. the
denatured alcohol will
clean it of dirt and
grime but not soften it.
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5 Porch Swing with Frame

Te+11.444.04-1., ztrettr=2:=

Swing

Alone

' '• v

59.88

awn

Frame Alone

OH 483

.....
--.:m...%....
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2'8"x6'9" Wooden Screen Door

56,86
Ceiling Fan
•

23.88

3'x6'9"

blades 3 speeds ,e,e•se
nanqe, mourn.ng L
adapiabe
-'• • 534,

deck project

Basic Decks
size
' Treated Lumber

55.59
4'3E8'51
/
2" Treated Lattice

8.10'79.85

Panel can be used indoors or out

13.88

Cedar

ACE

Large Heavy-Load )E6.7004
Trash & Lawn Bogs t 65812
Fits 32 gallon container -Fifteen heavy-load bogs with
handy twist ties Makes yard and home clean-up easy

•2 Ply
•15 Count

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

29.97
Ow Ince
brit Malaale
Veer Cost
Maar 11.0•10

Rugged, indoor/outdoor mat is easy to clean with a
shake or spray from the hose. Long-life backing
provides up to 4 hmes more wear than regular mots.
For a cleaner house, have a mot at every enttonce!

•Green
•Brown

MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY

2081. Mole St.

2.00

_ ...1.11.010.001immaa

••••••••••

Reg. 149.95

Rotary Mowaln
o 3 horsepower Briggs 8. SfrO•
tan engine with posy rewind start and extended rope
pull Loop type handle and steel deck In carton.

7100

99'
90 DAY INTEREST FREE

FINANCING

AVAILABLE

Heavy-Duty Puncture Seel
seals
Um,

and
Wont.

pun,t,,•,1

Strong odyme.

formute le oy
OUAN1ITIE3 Liken°
UterT 2otroatts St.C(STOM..

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
733-3361

129.99

49 99

Stool Picnic Tablo Frame with
rust resistant hardware Folds
for storage Lima lumber

2W

Swateasa
Leal

Astroturf i DM.37 )
Door Mat '671"'

Reg

753.2571

Bel Air Shopping Center Murra.
y, KY
759-1390

Prices Good
Titre April 16

••

Open 7 Days A Week
41 Your Complete Home Building Supply Center
*Other Loattions — Ben= Se Lake City, KY*
Murray Nears: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.nt.-7 p.m., Sat. B a.m. 6 p.m., Syn. 1-5 p.m.

I• ••

•••••

Record cash donation helps
bolster athletic fundraising
Bolstered by three
large gifts, including a
record -setting cash
donation. Murray State
University's athletic
program has enjoyed its
best year of raising
funds from the -private
sector.
According to Don Kelly. executive director of
the Murray State
University Foundation,
the $100,000 gift from
George Sheridan of
Marco Island, Fla.,
formerly of Solon. Ohio,
to the Racer golf program is the largest cash
donation ever presented
to MSU by a living individual. It will be used
as a perpetual endowment to help support the
program.
"It is one of three
gifts received for the
athletic • department
which have helped
make this a remarkable
year for athletic fundraising," commented
Kelly.

Company of Paducah
for use in Roy Stewart
Stadium, and a $10,000
endowment from Bill
Thom . p'Po n o f
Owensboro to revive the
MSU Athletic Hall of
Fame, which has been
idle for several years
due to lack of funds.

is that MSU recognizes
a need for regional
focus.
"Because of our location, we have to take a
regional approach," he
said. "We enjoy tremendous support from the
people of Murray and
Calloway County, but
we also are helped by
"Pepsi-Cola and Mr.
the generosity of people
Harry Crisp added a
in Psdneph Mayfield,
great deal to Stewart
seeking their support,"
Stadium with the donasaid Kelly, "and we
tion of the scoreboard,"
hope to receive gifts
noted Kelly. "It is a
from others who have
tremendous addition to
an interst in recognizng
the facility and keeps
the great athletes of
Stewart Stadium ranked
Murray State's past."
among the best in the
Kelly said a succountry for our level of
cessful athletic procompetition."
gram can help make his
Kelly n2ted that the job easier.
Hall of rame endow"I could be in
ment from Thompson Cleveland
, Ohio,
was approximately half meeting with alumni,"
of what is necessary to he noted, "and they'll
perpetuate the Hall of ask me
about a parFame. According to ticular individual
at
Kelly. efforts are being MSU, then
ask how the
made to raise the other football team or
basketportion to re-establish ball team
was doing this
the awards in the man- spring.
A successful
ner which was enjoyed athletic program propreviously.
vides a source of
"We are contacting interest."

Rounding out the trio
of standout gifts are the
$125,000 electronic
message center and
scoreboard donated by the current Hall of
Pepsi -c,-0 -1 Bottling Fame members and

One reason for suc•

cess, according to Kelly.

Paris, Tenn., and other
surrounding
communities."
Kelly cited two
reasons for the watermark year in athletic
fundraising.
"First, I think there is
increased confidence in
the University," he
noted. "Second, people
are beginning to realize
higher education needs
help, and that private
dollars are necessary to
maintain the level of
quality we're proud of
here at Murray State in
both athletics and
academics."
Although the MSU
Foundation has been in
existence since 1946, the
school's Office of
Development had not
been staffed until May
of 1985. Kelly believes
it's been a good first
year.
"The numbers this
year, once we've got
everything wrapped up.
probably will exceed
our greatest dreams,"
he said. "We've had
some nice things happen, and we hope they
continue."

Bean likes his chances at Masters
RAIN 01 T - Lead off hitter Mike Wheeler and his Calloway County
teammates had their game with
(.rases ('ounty cancelled Monday due to a muddy field. The Lakers
were scheduled to play a doubleheader with Lone Oak today at the Murray-Calloway County Park.

Four valuable crappie caught
The 196 Kentucky
Lake Crappiethon Is in
full swing
Four f sh were
brought in last week
worth more than $1,000
apiece. including one
worth $5,000.
Roy Keown of Eddyville caught the $5.000

-w

crappie, which was
Bill Derkin of Vincensponsored by Hawkins nes. Ind., and Rodger
Holiday Log Cabins.
Simpson of Gary, Ind.,
Robert Cable of each caught a crappie
Hansen. Ky., landed a worth $1,000. Simpson's
crappie that was good fish was sponsored by
for a $2,200 Honda three- George's One Stop,
wheeler. This prize was while Derkin's was
sponsored by Leisure -Sponsored by the CrapCruise Marina.
pie Stick Co.
Derkin caught his
crappie while at the lake
celebrating his 25th
wedding anniversary.
Michael Jordan's pion Milwaukee Bucks
Besides these big
return to the Chicago 107-101.
payoffs. 60 fish have
Bulls came just in time
The triumph gave the
been brought in that are
to lift them back into the Bulls a one-game lead
worth between $25 and
NBA playoff race
over Cleveland in the
$100, said Hardy
race for the final
Jordan. who criticized Eastern Conference Pierceall, lake manager
the Bulls' management playoff spot. The for America Outdoors,
for limiting his playing Cavaliers lost to Detroit the parent company of
the Crappiethon.
time and for trying to 12S-104.
delay his return from a
Pierceall said 1,703
In other games,
broken foot that sidelin- Denver defeated fish worth $300.000 were
ed him for most of the Phoenix 131-123, tagged and put into the
season. scored 26 points Sacramento tripped lake.
on Monday night as Dallas 122-115 and New
One of those fish is
Chicago defeated the York edged Indiana worth $20,000. If it is
Central Division cham- 106-104
caught with a Johnson

Jordan leads Chicago

It's Garden Time Again!

no-tangle reel, it is
worth $35,000.
"This is the single,
largest fishing tournament in the U.S.."
Pierceall said.
The Crappiethon runs
from March 15 to. May
17. A $4 badge must be
purchased to enter the
tournament. The badge
is valid for the length of
the event.
America Outdoors
and Johnson Reels are
sponsoring a one-day
buddy tournament at
the lake April 19. The
entry fee is $40 per
team.
The tournament
starts at 6:30 a.m., with
the weigh-in being at
3:30 p.m.
The winning team
receives $1,500. The second place team gets
$500, and the third place
team gets $200.
Each of the top three
finishers qualifies for
the national tournament, where the first
place prize will be
$25,000. the second place
prize will be $5.000 and
the third place prize will
he $2,000.

By BOB GREEN
that, play that well with short last week at Greensboro Open w
t -inAP Golf Writer
a bunch of three-putts, Greensboro. N.C., a per- ner Sandy Lyle.
AUGUSTA, Ga. (API then you've got to be hit- formance that pushed
The fact that he failed
- Andy Bean is neither ting a lot of good shots. him into Ole No. 3 spot to do so did nothing
to
coy nor bashful about Then, when you can put on the year's money- quell Bean's enthusiasm
assessing his chances those good shots winning list with more or confidence.
this week in the 50th together with good put- than $216,000 and
He had,a.12-foot putt
Masters golf ting, look out," Bean stamped him as a force
to
tie on the 18th hole.
championship.
said.
to be considered this
And he missed it.
"As good as anybody
His 1986 victory, at week.
that tees it up - maybe Doral, snapped a twoBean shrugged it off.
better than that," Bean year non-winning string
"I did play well. And
"You can't make
said.
for the 6 -foot -4, that gave me a very them all. Sometimes
There's a reason for 220-pound Bean and pro- positive attitude coming you come up just a little
his bounding, unabash- vided him with the 10th into Augusta," said bit short, come up seed confidence going into triumph of his 11-year Bean, who reeled off a cond," he said. "But I'll
Thursday's start of the career.
string of four con- tell you this: If I keep on
first of the season's
He followed up with a secutive birdies in his putting like this. I won't
recognized major strong, come-from - last-round bid to over- be coming up second in
championships.
behind hid th:It fell just take Greater all of them."
"To win this golf tourr-.
nament, you have to
Hole
1
2
putt well. There's no two
3
4
5
6
7
8
Out
Total
9
Par
4
5
4
3
4
ways about it. You just
3
4
5
4
36
Par Yards
Yards 400 555 360 205 435 180 360 _ 535 435
have to putt well," said
3.465
72 6.905
the big, red-haired man
Hole
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
In
18
known to his fellow
Par
4
4
3
5
4
5
3
4 6 4
36
tourists as "Li'l Abner."
Yards 485 455 155 465 405 500 170 400 405
3 440
And right now. Bean
is putting better. A lot
better.
"I'm putting much
better than I have in the
last three, four, five
years," Bean said
NLwers
before a practice round
over the hilly fairways
and undulating greens
of Augusta National.
11
Earlier this season, he
had consecutive tournament finishes of second
and first - and wasn't
og°
putting well at the time.
"When you can do

Augusta National
Golf Club

16

THE MASTERS

24 Varieties of Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables
in stock!

AUGUSTA GEORGIA
APRIL 10-13 1986
Source Dennis Murray. Golf Qraphics InternafPonai. Inc

Gibson's Aged - No Charge for Slicing

Country Ham

Lb

79
$1

Brown Thompson
3 lb box

Sausage Patties

$447

Field's

Wieners

69.
Lb

$1

Choice Sides of 225 lb. to 300 lb.
No Charge for Cutting. Wrapping or Freezing

Beef

19
$ 1 946

Lb
L

14 Lb 100% Ground Beef

Patties

$

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1801
107 N. 3rd St.

7 8.m -5 p.m. Mon -Fr,
We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-

Whitewall

SALE PRICE
No trail
iwedel.

P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

$42.70
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
$54.70
$57.55
$59.40
$63.10
a..

Save On Steel :::,:itAS
Belted Radials CASH!

s29

95 Tiempo
Radial
P155/80R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

• Steel belted
radial construction
delivers strength.
• Flex ib:e sidewalls
deliver a smooth,
comfortable ride
tread wear, and
fuel efficiency
Tread designed
to dissipate heat
for tire durability

RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
641 S Murray
753-0595

Coe, Ovett agree to drug tests
TRACK
LONDON (API Some 93 percent of Britain's top track stars, including its 1980 and 1984
Olympic champions,
have agreed to random
drug tests in Britain this
season, the British
Amateur Athletics
Board said.
Nigel Cooper. general
secretary of the BAAB,
said that of the nation's
top 492 athletes asked to

59.99
Oil, Lubt.
Filter

Rudolph
Goodyear
7;1 S

12th Si

7 5 3 0595

agree to the board's
scheme, only 32 so far
have failed to respond.
Olympic gold
medalists Daley
Thompson, Sebastian
Coe, Tessa Sanderson,
Steve Ovett and Allan
Wells all have agreed to
take part, Cooper said.
TENNIS
HILTON HEAD
ISLAND. S.C. (API Carling Bassett, the only seeded player in action in the Family Circle
Magazine Cup women's
tennis tournament, survived a scare from
Nathalie Herreman of
France to advance to
the second round.
Bassett, coming back
from a layoff, sailed
through the first set 6-3,
lost the second 1.8 and
recovered from a 1-3
deficit to win the third
7-5
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) -

Indiana forward Herb
Williams, who averaged
25.7 points, 13.3 rebounds and 3.7 blocked
shots in three games,
has been named the
NBA Player of the Week
for the period ending
April 6.
The 6-foot-11 Williams
had 24 points and 16 rebounds against Detroit
last Tuesday, 24 points,
nine rebounds and five
blocks against Chicago
Thursday and 29 points
amd 15 rebounds
against Detroit on
Saturday. He also shot
.607 from the field.
HOCKEY
NEW YORK (API Philadelphia Flyers
goaltender Bob Froese,
who recorded victories
in each of his club's final
four games, has been
named the NHL's
Player of the Week for
the period ending April

a.

r,

'C

•
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Reds pound Carlton; Dodgers win
By BARRY WILN ER
AP Sports Writer
Fernando Valenzuela
and Steve Carlton make
a habit of Opening Day
starts. Valenzuela likely
will continue that tradition. Carlton probably
won't.
At least after Monday's performance, it
would seem that way.
The 25-year-old Valenzuela handcuffed San
Diego, allowing 10 hits
but striking out nine and
going the route in a 2-1
Los Angeles Dodgers
victory.
Carlton, meanwhile,
struggled for four innings. surrendering nine
hits and all of Cincinnati's runs as the Reds
beat Philadelphia 7-4.
Carlton, 41, tied Tom
Seaver's National
League record with his
14th Opening Day start.
But, coming off a
shoulder injury which
sidelined him for most
of 1985. Carlton's future
Is a question mark.
While the two lefthanded pitchers had
markedly different
debuts Monday. the rest
of the NL waited until
tonight to begin. The
schedule has the New
York Mets at Pittsburgh, Montreal at
Atlanta, Chicago at St.
,Louis, San Francisco at
Houston and a rematch
between the Padres and
Dodgers,e

Day start and fifth in six

years. he was reached
for a run in the ninth on
by KLn
McReynolds, Steve
Garvey and Garry
Templeton.
"I felt good the whole
game, in the ninth inning, too," Valenzuela
said. "This was my best
spring. My control was
good in the spring and
today. I threw my
curveballs for strikes."
In 31 innings of
preseason work, Valenzuela allowed only two
earned runs for an 0.58
earned run average.
Mike Marshall
homered and scored
both Los Angeles runs.
"I really wasn't concerned about not hitting
any homers during the
spring,
" Marshall said

Dodgers 2, Padres 1
Valenzuela had a
superb spring and he
continued his mastery
in the opener before
49,444 fans. Making his

Eric Da-uis in the seeond

there

(in

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

times

-

1984.

tipped and

doffed his cap after the
second one.
"I put a lot of pressure

October

on myself to justify all I

thinking

went through over the

say

He's

homer, then

about a repeat of those

winter,"

glory

referring to bitter con-

days - in, say.

October 1986.

tract

Gibson got April 1986,
and

American

ihe

League baseball season,
off to a rousing start for
the

the

Tigers
He

World

doesn'
t

Series.
happen

on

In the the fifth game

two

prodigious homers, and
drove in five runs. Gibson'
s two-run shot in the
seventh inning lifted the
Tigers past the Boston

of the '84 World Series
Gibson

also

homers

and

hit

Toronto

at

California

at

gave Collins a lusty
high-five at the plate.
"It was a very emotional moment," Gibson
said.
Indians 6,Orioles 4

Seattle

Minnesota

Tigers 6,Red Sox 5
An opening day crowd

"The extra run gave

important to get him off
to

a

fast

capable

start.

Maio, League Baseball
Al A Glance
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W I

He
'
s

having

of

a

monster year.
"

Reds 7, Phillies 4
Despite an erratic

:eveland
I .,-troll
\111 1., auks,
New York
T
ilttmore
ion

performance by starter
Mario

Soto,

earned
secutive

who

still

his fourth

con-

victory

in

an

too

Much

California
Kansas City
NI Lnnesota
iasland
Seattle
Texas
Chicago

for

Philadelphia

and

Carlton.
fielding

error

Glenn Wilson
s sacrifice
'

run double. Soto lastecl
just 5 2-3 innings, giving

in

offset

That

four

debut
sub

Mel Hall drove in
runs

Dwight

Evans on the first pitch

two

Carmen

ace Jack Morris.

gravated a calf injury in

prepared

to

the

Diego

Padres

games.

to be true,
"said Gibson,

In

other

AL openers

Ernie

the

W.ednejtdii19
6ERSS...Boston at Detroit
Milwaukee at Chicago
Minnesota at Oakland

he thought he'd at least

"In

the

overall

pic-

ture, Allanson was our
catcher of the future,"

to

and

Cleveland

6.

Baltimore 4.

ris

said.

believe

Union unhappy with
new 24-man rosters
TORONTO

(AP)-

at

least

without

League

Baseball

jobs.

Players
'

Association

26

And

at

became

sent

little

though,

strike

to

one.

a

his

wound

victory,
problems

with the long ball.

that usually

by

progressing
faster

Gibson'
s first

stored

away

son

said.

"My

homer

Mike

Flanagan

in two-plus innings. He
walked

into the upper deck in

and all three scored.

lot

of

decent,

who should

playing

right now, but

the

first

center with Dave Collins
on

base

to

put Detroit

three

Globe

Mail

Monday. "The

The Leading Edge
Model "D"

24-man

-for this, we think, and

Full IBM
Compatibility

$1495.

633

4171

D4V1S1011

z•L A Lakers

59

POrtiand

.1,1t

19

1- A- Clippers
3ii
Phoenix
30 4.s
Seattle
0, 49
Golden State
.3. 5s-clinched playoff berth
y-clinched di'. Isom' title and plav,r!
z-clinched conference title
Monday's Games
New York 106 Indiana iti4
Detroit 128 Cleveland 114
Chicago 107 Milwaukee ol
Denver 131 Phoenix 127
Sacramento 122 Dallas 112

75r,
4,77
385

.14

14117
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Barb Robertson
Checker of the Month
January

Joan Durkee.,
Department Manager
of the Month
January

WM:MART

we're going to try and
do something about it.
(union)

104,
26
27
30

fts 4::
7.7 47
Pacific

4

think

Incredible

on

roster is a major reason

"The

don't

Janie rosary
Associate of the Month
January
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any

-

Sic I.,
450; :4
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Brewers 5. White Sox 3
Home runs by Rob

be

Belanger told the Toronto

make

696
595
563
367
354
316

ro,
2

41.

Indians

aren't,
" union
spokesman

didn't

Pet
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821 656 12,
1
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to put the Reds
Parker thinks Carlton
ahead 4-3. Mike Schmidt is far from through.
tied the game with a
"He didn't have that
solo homer in the third, good location with his
but Bo Diaz knocked in pitches." Parker said.
the go-ahead run in the "He definitely had
a
bottom of the inning good breaking ball.
with the second of his When he gets his locathree singles.
tion. I think he's going to
Dave Parker led off come back and dazzle

I

Florida.

the league like he has in
the past."
Carlton, of course,
wasn't talking.
---tt was just—a bad
outing. He pitched super
this spring." said
Phillies Manager John
Felske. "It was just one
of those things. When he
made a mistake, they
hit it. You can't make
mistakes against a club
that hits like
Cincinnati."

inning
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'
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NO MORE WAITING — Whitey Herzog's defending National League
champion St. Louis Cardinals open their season tonight against Chicago.
John Tudor,21-8 last year, will be on the mound. Rick Sutcliffe, 8-8 last year,
starts for the Cubs.

up six hits and three, the fifth with a long
walks.
homer to center field,
But Carlton served up and Carlton was gone
a three-run homer to before the inning was
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Di& PHI System Sweeping

Super Dream Pill Reagan signs cigarette tax legislation
Guaranteed Weight Loss
Eat Your Favorite Foods

Mr J.G., Pineville, Kentucky
"Your Dream Pill is working for me .

. ordering another supply."
Mrs. G.W., Fort Gay, West Virginia
"I haze been on Dream Pill for one
month and feel great.. have lost 17
lbs. Mr A D, Anadarko, Oklahoma
The System's Dream Pill combines the natural substances Larginine and L-ornithine which can
stimulate the body's production of
growth hormone. Dr. Robert Harris, a specialist in nutritional medicine in Stafford Springs,
Connecticut, was recently quoted as
explaining: "Growth Hormone may
be what's responsible for allowing
teenagers to down thousands of
calories in hamburgers and other
foods and still be thin as a rail."
"Growth Hormone is present in
people up through the teenage years,
then )lowly diminishes with age. But
L-arginine and L-ornithine make the
body 'think' it belongs to a teenager
again, allowing adults to eat [their
favorite foods] - and still be thin
and wiry."
Life Extension Authors
Confirm Results

Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw,
graduates of MIT and UCLA
respectively, introduced these miracle substances to the public in their
runaway best selling book, Life
Extension. They discovered the
weight-loss effects by accident.
Sandy fell and broke her foot and
started taking L-argmine because of
its well-known healing qualities.
Much to her amazement Sandy lost
25 pounds of fat and put on 5
pounds of. firm-toned muscle in six
(Aeeks According to Durk's calculations, the pill caused Sandy to lose

400 times as much fat as she would
otherwise have lost - without.
dieting!

Lose Weight 24 Hours A Day
One beautiful thing about the
Dream Pill System is the ease with
which it works. The pounds melt
away 24 hours a day. You wake up
every morning, slimmer, happier
and feeling younger. The best time
to take the pills is just before you go
to bed at night. That way, the
pounds melt away even as you
sleep. You wake up every morning,
slimmer, happier and feeling
younger!
The super Dream Pill System is
already sweeping the country with
glowing reports of easy and fast
weight loss from formerly overweight people in all walks of life
who are now slim, trim, and attractive again. Naturally, individual
weight loss results (like those above)
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 1986
may vary depending upon initial
LIBRA
weight, metabolic differences and ARIES
(Sept 23 to Oct.22)
adherence to the Dream Pill Sys- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll enjoy today's relationship
tem.
Though new ideas are plentiful, it

ry/Av

Your Individual
Horoscope

language to impose the full tax
retroactively as well as extend it
permanently.
The cigarette tax is joined in
the law by a sweeping new
tebaeee price support program. Tobacco price levels would
drop more into line with those of
foreign competition. Cigarette
companies get discounts on
government tobacco stocks that
could total $1 billion over five
years and get a major say in
how much tobacco will be grown
each year. Tobacco farmers will
pay less for the price support
program.
The formula for sharing offshore gas and oil receipts between the -federal government
and seven coastal states ends a
dispute that dates back to the
late 1970s. Nearly $6 billion has
collected in an escrow fund pen-

may be too soon to implement them.
Travel plans are subject to delays.
Place your order now. If you are Attend to personal needs.
not completely satisfied with the TAURUS
thinner "new you" simply return (Apr. 20 to May 20)
the empty container for a full
You do your best work now when
refund of your entire purchase by yourself. A friend is too unpredictprice. No questions asked. Now able to be counted on. Continue
what could be fairer than that?
researching financial deals.
You can order the Dream Pill GEMINI
System and a 30 day supply of the (May 21 to June 20)
remarkable Dream Pills for S19.95
Social life picks up dramatically,
or a 60 day supply for S34.95.
but there could be trouble brewing
To order simply call Dream Pill with a close tie. Keep others' needs in
TOLL FREE (1-800-453-4810 mind as well as your own.
and use your VISA or MasterCard. CANCER
Operators are standing by 24 hours (June 21 to July 22)
a day, seven days a week. If you
Morning hours bring new career
don't have a VISA or MasterCard, chances, but later you may have
Dream Pill will also accept C.O.D. difficulty tending to immediate tasks.
orders right over the phone! But Work may interfere with tonight's
please don't wait. Order today. You plans.
won't risk a thing. Either you get a LEO
slender new you -or you get a full (July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
refund of your purchase price.
Travel, publishing and educationol
Copright 1986
1-800-453-4810 matters are highlighted now. Tact is
needed with close ties. You may not
be in the mood to socialize tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Attend to record-keeping and bank
dealings. New sources of credit may
be available. Domestic concerns
preoccupy you this evening.
Extraordinary Guarantee

WHEN I UJAS PI

YOUR DINNER I DROPPED
THE CAN OF P06 FOOD
ON MY FOOT!

I ALSO CUT MY FINGER
ON THE CAN OPENER

CLASSIFIED

developments, but tension on the job
could put you in a bad mood. Keep
controversial ideas to yourself for
now.
2 .Notice
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
1986 MEDICARE
New work happenings are exciting,
IN FORMATION
but your attitude towards a money
Medicare is again
concern could cause some problems
changing the Partwith others. Reexamine your values.
SAGITTARIUS
A deductible and
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ife co-payment
While your adventurous mood may amounts. You will
please a romantic interest, you may
be required to pay
have some difficulties with a family even more of the
bill. In fact, if you
member, if you're too independent.
CAPRICORN
go to the hospital,
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
you will have to
Focus on home matters. One
pay the first $492.00
appointment may be changed today. before Medicare
Evening hours may find you with- pays anything. For
drawn. Try not to dwell on a free information
disappointment.
call:
AQUARIUS
Jerry McConnell
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Insurance
Make important phone calls early.
753-4199
Mix-ups in commmunications could
"Froe local claim Gen Ice'
-occur later. Both pluses and minuses
occur in the area of friendships.
$ GAL. Black Top
PISCES
Sealer $6.50 ea. Mid.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
).111.'
His114 South Wholesle
The accent is on money and you'll Building; 342 East
find new ways to increase income. Washington; Paris: 901Still, you'll have to be diplomatic in 642-2552.
dealings with others.

GIE

T1-115 WOULD BE A BAD
TIME TO ASK FOR AN

AFTER DINNER MINT

‘R
.

CSC ,91116 Uneled 0•1L.I• Syrsicat• Inc

(

GUES5
INi 60ING10
F3E AN AUTHOR

ding resolution of the dispute.
The states would get 27 per
cent of the escrow money and
future income from rents and in
terest on the leases. Freeing the
escrow account will send Lou
siana alone at least $600 million,
with Texas, California,
Alabama, Alaska, Mississippi.
and Florida also benefiting.
Another section of the law forbids hospitals from turning
away, or "dumping," patients
who need emergency care on
grounds they don't have cash or
health insurance.
The provision would impose
fines on hospitals that turn away
a patient before stabilizing the
patient's condition and finding
another institution to take the
patient. A hospital with a pattern of abuse could be suspended
from the Medicare program.

Fraaces Drake

Read the want ads daily

DO 'a KNOW WHY'
...:MPINi; 7

announced
The bill was an outgrowth of
the fiscal 1988 budget debate,
designed to meet some of the
deficit-cutting goals. However,
the final version was expanded
to include language making per.
manent a 21.year-old drinking
age, a new tobacco program,
and continued aid to workers
who lose jobs to imports.
More than a quarter of the red
Ink saved by the bill, $1.7 billion
a year, would come from the
cigarette tax. The tax, doubled
in 1982, rolled back to 8 cents on
March 15 after Congress failed
to extend it. The bill includes

1.),T THINK

TALK SHOWS
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INTERVIEWS!
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60ING
WRITE
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-To

#- 8
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Giraffe evolution

414.

'97
MY,MY.YOU'RE
UP EARLY THIS
MORNING
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2 .Notice

2 .Notice

LONG distance trucking. northAmerican
Van Lines needs
owner/operators! If
you need training, we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have
one, northAmerican offers tractor purchase
plans and lease.
purchaseplans. Depending on the program
753-9440
you choose, you can get
started for $850 to $2500.
If you are 21 or over and
think you may qualify.
we'd like to send you a
CINDI Lin Ceramic complete information
Studio- classes package. Call any
Tues.-Thurs 12 Dl weekday. Toll Free
10p.m. B4queware and 1-800-348-2191 ask for
paint kits for home, Dept. 194.
school, bible school MODELS- needed
projects. 1 Mile from Children to adult, no
Murray- Highway 94 E. experience necessary.
Recruiting-for- - National
CalF753-0079. NOTICE 10e; off in stock Headsheet. Children
wallpaper. Over 100 under 18 must be acpatterns in stock. companied by adult
Black's Decorating Interview on Fri. April
Center, 70 1 S. 4th. 11, 430 or 7:00p.m.
sharp at Executive Inn
753-0839.
Riverfront. 1 Executive
PAM'S CAKE RUT is
Blvd., Paduch, KY.
the place to call the next
Highlight Modeling &
time you need a cake for
Casting, 370 Scott St..
any reason. They make
Wilkes-Barre. Penncakes of all kinds
sylvania 18702 717-826including character and
1262.
novelty cakes. So call
759-4492 or 437-4455. 410 NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
Main on Court square.
if: 11 lyou do not have
PLAN early for your
GED or your high
summer lawn care. Call
school diploma, 121 you
now for free estimate.
have been out of school
Lawns mowed at re9 months or more. 13)
asonable prices. 753you are between ages 16
0305.
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
5. Lost and Found
a week.
LOST- large white & PART -time cashier
tan, male Cocker needed. Apply at Petro,
Spaniel. answers to 641 North.
Dudley. Reward 753QUALIFIED drivers
4408.
wanted. Minimum age
25. One year's ex6. Help Wanted
perience required.
TAKING applications Starting pay 20.5 cents
for receptionist & phone per mile. Benefits
girl, full Fe part time available. Call Hornady
Call for appointment Truck Line Inc. Monroeville. Al. 1-800-633502-247-6577 or 6604.
1313.
GOVERNMENT jobs. TEN overweight people
$1 6,04 0- 859.230/yr. wanted to earn between
Now hiring. Call 805-687- $550 - $2000 per month.
6000 Ext. R-8155 for Call 762-4003.
current federal list
WANTED 30 overweight people serious
about losing 10 - 29
pounds in 30 days. 100
percent guaranteed.
Call 762-4003.
WANTED: mature, reAnswer to
liable person to care for
Previous Puzzle
11 month old baby
Would prefer sitter in
MOE
HIRAM
my home. Needed partAFT
time. Must have excelORG
ANI LE
DUE
lent references. Call
REGARD
BEFORE
759-1673 after 5p.m.
SPEO T I
WANTED- sales personnel for south western
TREK
LED
EaSE
Ky. & Tn. Male &
RIM
TITILLATE
female. $200 weekly
AG
SOB
ODD
OR
salary PLUS! No exCOMPELLED
perience necessary.
ELI
Will train. Must have
TREE
EON
ALEE

Broken
Crooked
Busted
Undone
Unfinished
Loose

Mon.-Wed.
9-12

alaalpuAs ssaid laS+amarl 9961
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SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH According to the latest review of
customers' files, here's what sonic
people are saying about the remarkable Dream Pill System for guaranteed weight loss:
/ lost 25 lbs with a 30 day supply."
Mrs. IN S., Ft Payne, Alabama
•'Losing 1 lb. per day."

By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan signed into law a
measure that makes permanent
pack federal
cigarette tax and sends billions
of dollars of offshore oil revenue
to the federal government and
coastal states.
The legislation, a complex
package designed to cut deficits
by $18 billion over the next three
years, was signed by Reagan
Monday soon after he returned
from watching part of the
opening-day baseball game in
Baltimore, the White House

111%••••
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1 Footlike part
4 Egotism
9 Simian
12 Cheer
13 Flowers
14 Vehicle
15 Pope's scarf
17 Substances
19 Fall short
21 Enemy
22 Forecast
25 Chess pieces
29 Behold!
30 Aromas
32 Encounter
33 Girl's name
35 Muse of
poetry
37 The sello
38 Retreat
40 Decree
42 Teutonic
deity
43 Visible sign
45 Baffling

47 Ocean
49 Verve
50 Induct
54 Goddess of
peace
57 Type of bread
58 Peruses
60 Teacher's
favorite
61 Solution
62 Wooden shoe
63 Oolong

DOWN
1 In favor of
2 Auricle
3 Disgrace
4 Serve as
chairman
5 Artificial
language
6 Doctrine
7 Hard of
hearing
8 Bar legally
9 High card

LA
TSAR
FRILLS
INTORS
OUR
P1 LOT
GOA
BEE
STOMIE
ODD

10 Equality
11 Bitter vetch
16 Italian resort
city
18 Athletic

MEM MEM=
NMI MOM MEM
MEM= MMEMMEM
=NW MEM
MMIIMMEd NOMA
Mil MEM MOM
MEM WIMMEN WIMM
MINN MEMO WM
MUM' MMINIMIM
MEM WM=
WiddlIMOW
MINI WEIN. AIM
MEM dill= WINI

group
20 Tally
22 Small factory
23 Cowboy
competition
24 Exchange
26 Tiny
27 Israeli desert
28 Accumulate
31 Set of steps
for climbing
34 Inquire
36 Ophthalmologist
39 Trial
41 Former
Russian ruler
44 Approaches
46 Inappropriate
48 Name for
Athena
50 Irritate
51 Brood of
pheasants
52 Cut of beef
53 Experimental
room. COOOCI
55 Born
56 Greek letter
59 Perform

own transportation.
Call 502-247-6577 or 247-

6604.

HELP WANTED
Assistant Bookkeeper
Salary plus benefits.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040E, Murray,
Ky. 42071

rtoLTS--

Nuts-- Maintenance supplies. Sell
them in your area for
yourself. Top distributor earned $86,000 last
year. Write: Maintenance Systems. Box 1166.
Cullman. AL 35056.

Behr's
Womens Specialty
Shop
Applications now being
accepted for the position of store manager.
Previous retail experience preferred
Apply in person at
Behr's in Central Shopping Center, Murray.
Monday, Ateil 7 thru
Wednesday. April 9th
between
10 a.m -5 p m

41.•

TUESDAY, APRIL S. 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
6. Help Wanted

19. Farm

Equipment

COLOR- fashion - '74 INTERNATIONAL
cosmetics, national pick-up, excellent
company needs career mechanical condition.
minded women in gla- no rust. $1000. Call
mour and fashion. We 753-1239.
train. Call Mrs. Bare ALL kinds gran seeds.
( 6 0 6 ) 7 3 4 - 2 8 4 8 Clover, Kobe, Fescue
immediately.
etc. Also, other farm
EASY ASSEMBLY supplies. AG Broker.
WORK! $714.00 per 100. Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
Guaranteed payment. FARMALL Super C
No sales. Details-- send tractor with cultivator,
stamped envelope: good condition. Call
Elan- 332, 3418 En- 436-5851.
terprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl. FETtGUSON
tractor 20,
33482.
excellent condition
EXPERIENCED deli plow and5 ft. bushhog.
help needed. Apply in Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.
person: Owens Food INTERNATIO
NAL 1084
Market. 1407 W. Main. cab,
1400 hrs, 20.8-38
Murray, KY.
tires with duals,
weights, excellent conApplications are being
dition. 1010 Kewanee
disc. 18.6 width. Call
accepted by the Murray
753-3687.
Calloway County Parks
POLE buildings Dept. for pool manager
305013'x10' eave, service door and 15'x9' end
& life guard. Deadline
slider, completely
for application for pool
erected, $3,850. Other
manager will be April
sizes available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-800-42814. Applications for life
4009 KY 1-800-792-3498
guard will also be acIN.

Miierray Ledger & Times

24. Miscellaneous
OAK & hickory $27.50
full rick delivered. Call
436-2778.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
FOR rent- nice 2 BR
trailer, near Murray
No pets. Call 489-2611

Lots for Sale
TWO lots on Johnny
Robertson Rd
Call
753-3119

NEW shipment of
shelving- 1 toad computer desks, storage
cabinets, desks, chairs,
files, etc. 442-4302. Cryts
Used Office Furniture,
1016 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, Ky.
POOL table $125; juke
box $250; antique pot
belly stove $75, 10-speed
girls bike $50. double
bed & misc. furniture.
For best offer. 759-1739.
PRICE war! Large
flashing arrow signs
$299 complete! Were
$499. Lighted. non
arrow $279. Nonlighted
$299! Free box letters!
Warranty. Can sell
locally. Factory. 0-502842-3332, collect.
RESTAURANT
equipment- gas deep
fryer, hood, steamer,
long counter, sinks and
so forth. Pine Bluff
Shores Restaurant 4362658.

3 1 . Want to Rent

45. Farms for Sale

arryrr-rrirTrroRr

Want 3 or 4 BR
house to rent in
Murray by responsible family. Ref.
available.
Call
753-6190.
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LESS than

$366 per
acre. These 225 acres of
crop land & marketable
timber can be yours.
Black top road, 2
creeks, fencing & be.
autiful building sites
Southeast of New Concord. Call 753-7531

47. Motorcycles
1984 YAMAHA RZ-350,
yellow. 1200 miles, like
new. $1450 Call
436-5610.
GENE Caldwell
Yamaha- lowest prices
anywhere
YTM225DXN $1579
YTM200ERN $1564
YTM 200EL $1479
YTM200LY 11215
YTM 175K $1039
YFM225S $2049 430
West Main, Waverly.
TN 37185. 296-4262

52

Boats-Motors

PONTOON
BOAT
28 ft.
Riviera Cruise
with depth finder,
live well, plenty
storage space-$1600.00. Can
be seen at Darnell
Marine, Hwy. 94
East.

53

Services Offered

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
759-1983

53

Services Offered

PAINTING
Exterior
and interior Oyer 20
yrs experience Free
estimates Phone 437
4221 or 437-4534
PAINTING
Whate er
your needs Int & Ext
painting
staining.
Na,hing
aulkiog
mildea problems. sand
blasting. spraying
No
job to large or small
Over Is years experience Call Ralph
Worley & Sons 759-1050
PORTABLE welding
Will do small vi,elciing
jobs Call 753-7161 alter
fip.m
TIOOFING, Plumbing.
Conc rete work. Ad,
ditions
Painting.
General Carpentry
P . A
Molony
7 5 3-2 m
r
e
Estimates
ROOFING- nev, v, ork
reroofing, insurani
Refereni es
work
1)u'nns Tyra
Free Estimates
ROOF problems
Call
759-1600
7777.777117F17-15.77pair All makes and
models Home & Industrial Bag closing
machines Also scissor
sharpening 40 yrs
experience. All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill
7 5 3,26 7 4 .
Stella, Ky
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn.
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
1-443-8682
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work. Experienced
Free estimates Call
436-2690.

2 MEN want to do yard
work Tree trimming.
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mo%
46 Homes for Sale
yards. light hauling &
32. Apts for Rent
wood for sale Free
20 ACRES with beautiestimates 753-0680 or
2 BR apt. $175, 20'7 S. ful building site, house 49.Used Cars
759-1683.
11th. Call 753-3415 till. with 3 BR, 1 bath, living
Call after 5p.m
room, kitchen with din- 1972 VOLKSW AGON 16 FT. Ouachita ALL type masonry
753-7123.
'
ing area, utility room. Bug, good shape Call aluminum V hull boat, work, block, brick.
20 electric start Johnson concrete. driveways.
15L'PLEX. 2 BR. quiet 1/4 mile south Lynn after 5p.m. 753-0456
residential neighbor- Grove. Call 753-5945 1973 MERCEDES 456 motor, battery, trailer, sidewalks, patios, house
SL, 2 tops, very nice, seats, trolling motor, foundations, new
hood. $250 per month. after 5p.m.
753-8096 after 5p.m.
2 BR modern Nene on 3 $16,000. Phone 442-3636 boat cover & depth chimneys or chimney
"
finder, complete set up repair. 25 years ex
NEWLY decorated,
lots with garage, stor- or 443-1053.
perience. Free e •
BR, spacious, built-in age & guest house. 1974 OLDS 98, beige, Excellent boat for fish
oven & range, re- Located off Hwy. 280, in good transportation, ing & hunting. Call after timate s Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476
frigerator, utility room walking distance of the $500 Call 75 3-270 1 6p.m. 753 8393.
16' SKI boat. Chevy 4 APPLIANCE
with washer/dryer lake. Priced to sell. 8:30a.m.-4:30p.m
Kenmore.
1974 PONTIAC Firebird cylinder I/O with new SERVICE
hook-up. Quiet 436-5495.
Westinghouse,
neighborhood. No pets. 2 STORY, 4 bedroom, 2 Formula, 350 engine. traileh, excellent condi
Whirlpool. 23 years
759-1987.
bath. den & fireplace. new tires and shocks. tion, $1500. Call 753 1205.
experience. Parts and
$1200. Call 753-8464
rec.
NOW
1969
room
renting
MAN
2
BR
0
extra
apt.
nice
War
15'
cepted at the Parks OfEmbassy Apts. & Col- kitchen 8z dining, gar- 1977 MGB convertible, boat, 1969 35 h.p. Mer service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Serfice, 10th & Payne St. WANT to buy pull type
lege
Farm Rd. apts. age, central heat & air, yellow & black interior, cury motor & trailer.
bush hog or belly
vice, 202 S. 5th St
new tires. AM -FM Phone 437 4365.
appliances.
Call
753-3530.
Phone 753-7640.
Super
inmower for a B-Farmall
Business 753-4872. 4361 or 2 bedroom Apart- sulated, average elec- stereo cassette. Call 1983 CREST III 24
tractor. Call 436-2206
5848 ihomei.
ment near downtown tric bill last year $67. 7 5 3 9 7 1 0 . 1 5 0 0 pontoon boat full de
APPLIANCE REPAIR
9. Situation Wanted
Murray. Call 753-4109 or Deck, fenced in back- Canterbury Dr.
luxe furniture, 50 h.p.
yard. Reduced to $71. 1978 CUTLASS Calais, Evinrude motor with Factory authorized for
762-6650.
/ WOULD like to stay 22. Musical
buckett seats, console, hydraulic lift. Depth Tappan. Kelvinator and
with elderly day or 2 ALVAREZ guitars.
TAKING applications 000. Call 753-7457.
Brown. Service on gas
night or live-in. Also, sit 1-12 string & 1 six string.
for Section 8. Rent 3 BR, new vinyl siding, V-8. For information finder, camping en
and electric ranges,
in hospital day or night. Call 753-1239
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 910 N. 18th St. Call call 753-4113.
closure Call 436 2289 microwaves,
dis
1978 MERCURY Mon- after 6p.m.
Good references. Call
BR. Apply Hilldale 753-6842 or 753-0864.
hwashers. reanytime 753-4590.
Apts., Hardin. Ky. PUY owner, near 14. arch 4 door, real nice, 1983 HERITAGE float frigerators.
etc. Earl
24. Miscellaneous
E qual Housing Lake- 2 BR & bath, 8 good condition. Call boat with 70 h.p. Lovett, 354-6956
LAWNS mowed, any
or 753492-8626.
year
old
Opportunity.
frame
time Adult. Call 436- 100 YARDS good carhome.
Evinrude motor, ac
5341.
lot
75x100,
electric or 1979 MARK V. sky blue, cessories. Call after CARPENTERpet, $100. Must take all.
2879.
28 yrs
34. Houses for Rent
stove heat, air, car- sun roof, loaded, best 4p.m 759-1628.
WILL do babysitting Call 753-4803.
experience. Pole barns.
peted,
well, gar- offer. Call 759-1377. *.
deep
day or night. Have 1"x 6"x 6' CEDAR
1 BEDROOM, living
40 HP Mariner outboard tobacco barns, ad.
references. Call fencing- $1.65pc.:
room, kitchen, bath ar den spot 8r shed. Nice 1979 MONTE Carlo, motor. Call 247 0487.
ditions, remodeling
4"x4"x8' treated posts753-8002.
utility, porch. 2 miles for retired couple. runs good, new tires & CANOE for sale
houses. Farmington.
Quiet,
best
fishing
& paint. Call 489-2446
$4.40; 80-lb. concrete
southwest of Murray.
Aluminum 17 foot Ky. 345-2024 call for
hunting.
10. Business Opportunity
Year
round
mix- $1.95. Mid-South
anytime.
Garden spot. Cable.
Oauchita Float seats & W.A. Donegan.
$250 mo. $250 deposit. living. 16 miles from 1980 BUICK Regal, paddles included. Call tiAVE'g Window
19 HOLE miniature golf Wholesale Building; 342
Murray,
$12.500.
Call
Private. Refrigerator.
53,000 miles. Call 474- 759-1663 after 2p.m.
course for lease- No East Washington:
Cleaning Residential,
2744 after 4p.m.
stove, dishwasher. fur- 436-5439.
Risk- only pay on Paris; 901-642-2552.
commercial. one & two WET BASEMENT/ We
ElY
owner:
3 bedroom, I 1980 OLDS Omega. 4 DURACRAFT pontoon
nished. Phone 753-2615.
money you receive 2 MOBILE home axles,
boat, 20 ft., 40 h.p. story. References. 10';
make wet basements
50/50- tremendous brakes & springs, $150.
3 BR house on bath, full basement, 18 cyl., 36,000 miles, AM. Mercury motor, rebuilt Senior Citizen discount.
dry
Work completely
Sycamore. Lease or ft swimming pool with FM stereo equalizer. top & deck,
financial opportunity 4364455.
very good 436-2845 or 753-9873.
RUBBER bed mats for
guaranteed
Call or
for existing business. In SWIMMING pool
with option to buy. large deck, wood stove, cloth seats, vinyl top. condition, ready
lease
pickup trucks! Most all
for the FENCE sales at Sears write Morgan Con
one month alone this closeout. Save. Must
753-4109 or 762-6650 large lot, North 4th St. ac., excellent condi- water. $2,400.
Call
now. Call Sears 753-2310 struction Co RI 2. Box
sizes in stock! Cheap.
Call 436
$36,000. 753-9553 after tion. $2900 or best
same course brought in sell new '85 model pools.
or 436-2844.
offer. 5610.
for free estimate for 409A, Paducah
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
6:00.
K,,
753-8165.
over $3,000 in Murray, pre-season price/ $1168
LARGE
4
bath,
BR.
3
2
42001 or call 1 442 7026
FAST, nice, 21' Cutty your needs.
Ky. I will consider complete. Financing SHUTTERS- (brown, storyl house near BY owner. Modern 3 BR
1984 TORONADO, exGARDENS roto tilled. WILL haul white rock,
brick home on be
cruiser, 260 Mer crui
selling- Can be set up in available. Call Mr. Fish black or white) 39"- Murray. Call 753-6035.
cellent condition, 20,000
ser. Call 753.6562 after Also, flower beds etc
autifully landscaped
$16.70; 47"- $19.25; 55"sand, lime, rip rap and
less than a week- Call collect. 614-279-8833.
miles. Call after
Call 759-9661 Eve -- masonary sand coal.
6p.m
3/4 acre lot in city
Mark at 753-9786 or ALUMINUM & vinyl $21.25 pair. Other sizes 37. Livestock-Supplies
6:30p.m. 753-3966.
weekend
calls
welcome
available.
limits.
2 full baths, LR,
Mid-South
dirt, gravel, till sand
QUACHITA canoe, mo753-9623.
siding 8z trim. continuWholesale Building; 342 2 REGISTERED FR, Aitcherr-dining 1981 CUTLASS_Supteme tor-IS tralTer. Was 1475: - G E 14-E r-TA 4.7- HOME C a tt
HUdS0.7
17
OIL income. $1.000's ous aluminum gutters &
REPAIR. 15 years ex- 753 4545 or 753 6763
East Washington; purebred Arabian combo, utility, 2 car Oldsmobile. ac, pb, ps, now first $325. 753 7271.
monthly, no invest- blown insulation. 753mares. Also purebred garage. By appoint- AM/FM stereo 8-track,
perience
Carpentry.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
ment, anyone can do, 6621 or 753-1250.
burgundy, vinyl roof, SKI boat, like new, new concrete, plumbing.
stallion, good trail ridcomplete instructions. ANTIQUES for sale. SLABS, $4 per bundle. ing horse. Call after ment only. Mid 60's. $3895. Call after interior, new paint with roofing, siding.
NO JOB
1202 S. 16h. 753-5268.
skis & ski vests, $3,000.
write to Oil Book, Box Oak ladies desk, oak Limited supply. 4p.m 328-8681.
ALUMINUM
4:30p.m. 753-4455.
TO SMALL. Free esCarrolls Saw Mill,
CANTERBURY
3
BR,
Call
753-9298.
22, Stanley. KY. 42375.
English pub table & 4
1981
GRAND
Prix
Pon
timates.
Days
Young
753-6973.
BEEFMASTE
R
Henry, Tenn. 901-243SERVICE CO.
2 bath, brick home, tiac.
chairs, oak buffet, oak
red, 47.xxx miles.
nights 474-2276.
BULLS: Regist. & living room, large
7230.
Aluminum and vinyl
14. Want to Buy
den pb, ps. ac. $4400. Call 53. Services Offered
hutch, walnut armoire
Commercial.
GUTTERING
Arterburn
by
Sears
siding. Custom trim
WE have garden supwith fireplace, custom 753-5447.
WANT to buy- Morgan All professionally reFarms-Wickliffe-Sears
continuous
876HAMILTON
gutCultured
plies, fertilizer seed etc.
work. References.
kitchen, fenced in
Silver dollars, 1878 to finished. 759-1165.
Also, organic fertilizer. 7248.
Call Will Ed Bailey
backyard, central air, 1982 BUICK Regal, V-6 Marble. tops- sinks- ters installed for your
1921. grades VG to AU. ATTENTION tobacco
engine.
low
mileage,
specificatio
Call
ns.
panels,
custom
made
AG Braers, Industrial 38. Pets-Suppli
gas heat & much more.
753-0689
es
Call 753-6784.
growers- slabs &
wire
hub
caps,
$5500.
Sears
753-2310
for
free
vanities.
Free
Est.
753Rd. 753-4533.
Phone 753-4679 after
sawdust for sale. G&G
Call
753-3376
after
5p.m.
estimate.
9400
AKC registered Rott- 5:30p.m.
15. Articles for Sale
Lumber, loaced behind WE have55 welter puppies.
55 Feed and Seed
$200. FOR sale by owner- 192 1084 CHRYSLER Lazer BALLING, mowing,
gal. drums, $6 each. AG
XE turbo, all digital, trees, bushes pruned or
2 ANTIQUE iron stoves, Humphries Concrete, Brokers. Industrial
Call
502-395-7835.
QT_ ALIT
Lespeiteza
Rd.
acresacres
70
tillable.
79S Paris, TN. 642-4543.
$100. Call 436-2455.
DOG training for ob- 16 yr old brick home, 2 auto., loaded, leather removed, brush piles.
50 cents. Ec_,..si.ue
753-4533.
interior.
753-7504
Call
4 'x ' TREATED FIRE sale. Wallin WE transfer
deadfall & hedge rows
cents TImoth.,
home edience, personal BR, basement. 5 miles
Lattice- Reg. $17.75 on Hardware, Parts. Tn.
cents Call \lir...
movies to video. 8mm. protection- guard 8t dog from Paris. $110,000. By 1984 FORD Tempo GL. cleaned out. etc. Some
ps, pb, ac. AM/FM plantings, flower beds.
sale this week only!) FLASHING arrow super 8, 1.6mm. Midwest showing. Boarding. appointment
:Melt 4s9-277ii
only 901
signs!!!
stereo,
From
$275.
good
etc.
condition.
$14.75. Mid -South
Good references.
SEED curVideo Inc., Wheeler- AKC German 642.6979.
:!• Call 753-8056
reasonable prices. Will
Wholesale Building: 342 non -arrow models sburg. Ohio. Phone toll Shepherds 81 AKC
.......
Hybrids
FOR sale by owner. 1985
East Washington; (lighting optional) from free 1-800-544-1574.
PONTIAC Trans also consider any tools,
Australian Cattle dogs.
crosses ra:sed
Let Rex give you a
Beautiful Roman brick Am,
$195. 278 letters inParis, 901-842-2552.
4600 mi.. T-top, machinery, etc. in trade
irrigation
hou
WHIRLPOOL 502-436-2858.
home, near University, loaded,
price
on
your
sepcluded.
Warranty.
for
labor- working or
like new. Call
17
sale: AKC black 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath,
presi(1,7-1'.
microwave oven with
Visa/
Mastercard.
not.
ReJerry
at 759-9661.
tic tank & backhoe
refrigerator with texCorn l;roa,'-.700 watts cooking Labrador Retriever fireplace, large dining 753-7301.
tured steel door. only liable signs 1-800-531- power. only $4.50 week. puppies, 7 wks. Only
'71 CHEVROLET pick- Eve/weekend calls
call 502-633-0055
work.
room, large storage
5314.
welcome.
$800 per week. Rudolph
up truck, V-8 automatic.
Rudoph Goodyear. 753- $50. Phone 492-8603.
With
barbecue
attached,
KING
size
frames, box 0595.
56 Free Column
INSULATION blown in
Goodyear 753-0595.
PURE bred miniature appliance, central gas Call 437-4676.
& mattress;
'72 DATSLTN car, 1206 by Sears. TVA apDachshund puppies. heat 8. air. Call 753-2792.
WHIRLPOOL heavy springs
from house tire
upright freezer. 25. Business Services
series, good work car. proved. Save on those
Call 753-0278.
30 yrs. experience
duty washer with 4
free for hauling Ott Call
FOR sale by owner- 3 Call
microwave; high chair:
high
heating
and
cool474-2325.
436-245
cycles, only $6.00 per bunkbeds
or 759-1490
BR, 2 bath home in
& misc. 753ing bills. Call Sears
4 1 . Public Sales
week. Rudolph 5292
Canterbury. Large '76 MONTE Carlo, ps, 753-2310 for free
after 5p.m.
MIKE
ac.
new
tires,
Goodyear, 753-0595.
formal dining room;
estimate.
LANDSCAPING cross
great room with AM FM Pioneer J.L. McKnight & ,Sons
ties, 8 1/2 ft. long, $3.00
HODGE'S
16. Home Furnishings
cassette stereo, good
fireplace;
large,
tree
each, delivered. Call
condition, 49,000 miles. Sawmill on Poor Farm
WHIRLPOOL heavy 435-4383.
shaded redwood deck;
TAX SERVICE
Rd. Buyer of standing
Call 753-4004 after 4p.m.
duty dryer with 3 temp NEW shipment
fenced
central
yard,
of
CAN you buy Jeeps timber. Call 753-7528.
selections. only $4.00 Wheel Horse
759-142
5
heat,
TVA
gas
air,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
JOINER'S complete
lawn
per week. Rudolph mowers. 8 H.P.
insulated, 2 car garage. 'Cars I4x4's seized in tree service, 32 yrs.
rear
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
drug
&
raids
for under
Goodyear 753-0595.
$72,000. Phone 753-9520
engine riders to 17 H.P. JOYCE Noel Tax SerOVER
$100? Call for facts experience. Also.
after
5p.m.
twin cly. We have them vice. Individual, farm,
Tues., Wed.,
today
615269.6701 stumps mechanically
19 Farm Equipment
20 YEARS
GOVERNMENT homes Ext. 259.
all. Best service in small businesses. Reremoved 10" below
EXPERIENCE
Thurs.
Fri.
&
from $1 (U repair). Also
surface.
POLE builders, far- town! Stokes Tractor, asonable rates. Call
Call
753-0366.
FOR sale- 1982 Ufddelinquent tax pro
mers, contractors. Industrial Road, 753- 4 8 9-2 4 40 for
8 a.m.-12 Noon
smobile Delta 88 Roy- LEE'S CARPET
MOVED:
perty. Call 8056876000
Build with D-rib metal 1319.
appointment.
ale.
4 door, power, air, CLEANING. For all
605 N. 16th
Ext. GH 8155 for AM-FM
roofing and siding from ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine JOYCE Noel- reyour
carpet
&
upholst•
409
SUNBURY
CIRCLE
with tape. gray
information.
Davis Metal Sales. In. tillers. 5 H.P. to 8 H.P.- gistered investment
with vinyl top. .Very ery cleaning. For a free •
BEHIND
BUNNY
BREAD
•
' free. Best service in town. representative with
estimate
MUST see to appreci
call
753-5827.
classy car. $5500. Will
brochure. 1-800-442-0135. Stokes Tractor. Indust- Twomey Securities Inc.
ate! This charming accept small station Satisfied references.
MURRAY,
•
KY.
753-5940
•
1-R00-222•7003.
brick ranch with living wagon or hatch back in LICENSED Electrician
rial Road, 753-1319.
of Benton, Ky. Call for
• .0 • • • • •• • OOOOO • 0_0
room, warm spacious trade. Phone 618-524- for residential and
free consultation...
family and dining room_ 2533 evenings_
IRA's. Keoghs, Mutual 43. Real Estate
commercial Heating
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Funds. Member: G ATLENBURG. Country eat in kitchen, MUST self 1984 Camaro and air condition, gas
NASD, SIPC, 489-2440.
Gold
Country Club condomi- 3 large bedrooms2 Z-25, loaded, 29,000 installation and repair.
Silver
Hopkins Insurance Agency
nium,
overlooking baths. Attached garage miles. best offer Phone Phone 753-7203.
Kentucky Central insurance Companies
Closed
Closed
private
Just
on
lot.
MOBILE
HOME Speciadays 753-4703. nights
Great Smoky MounRichard Jones
Yesterday 34.0.00
painted,
carpet.
Yesterday
new
Repairand
5.33
list
preventa759-1274, 759-1594, 753tains. Private swimtive maintenance. Roofs,
ming pool, tennis and Excellent condition. 9909.
Tax Service
Opened
Opened
Priced
to
Call
sell
floors,
plumbing,
wiring,
golf course. 2 BR. 3
Confidential profesSUPER graduation! '85
Today
340.25
Today
5.36
bath, fireplace. excel- 759 1165.
sional service. Si In acNissan Pulsar 5-spd . hurricane straps
Up
.25
Up
.03
lent condition. Illness TWO miles s.w
couistIng with 15 veers
A C. AM -FM. 29.000 759-0150.
Murray, energy ef
forces sacrifice sale
experience In preparing
actual miles See to MOODY'S Mower
Compliments of:
ficient brick home, on appreciate. $7.400 i $400 Service- pickup and
$85,000. Call 759-9953.
personal, business end
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
two acres, with shade under book
fersn neatens.
Call 753- delivery. Call 753-5668.
G OVERNMEN
115 S. 13th
Call
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
94 Wert sod Oaks ltd.
homes. Repos- VA, FHA trees. 5 BR, 2 baths, 5353 days 436-2900 MR. 'Paint- April
753 7113
L.R. with fireplace, evenings.
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
Call 733-3215 fee apspecial We paint interfor practically nothing
We buy Gold. Silver
Diann-nick
pointment they ee night.
ior of any normal 2 BR
For information phone dining space, kitchen
(502)753-6202
42071
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
with microwave, dis
apt for $150. paint
toll free 1-800-544-1574.
Campers
51
hwasher & disposal,
included! Experienced
44. Lots for Sale
Florida room, den, util
painters. References
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
furnished Call 753-7567
t
1973
WOODED acres near tty,, 2 car garage, has
Camper
12x18, TWb tedroom.
cable
Will consider
before 3p.m.
$4500 with 1 acre land. lake, close to Pine Bluff trade for smaller home
Self-Contained
MR. Quiks Delivery
Call after 5:30 pm 437- Black top road Small Phone 753 2615.
Service- fix up your
Must have industrial experience,
down payment Owner
Call
4272 or 753-4385.
Hwy. 641 North, Paris, Tn.
road or drive
TWO story two bedroom,
Re1971 MARMITE 12x60. financing at 8"; Call two bath. Lakeview
college degree, communication skills,
asonable rates Red
753-1265
753-7531.
2 BR. partly furnished.
gravel 16 ton $58 DeFOR sale- 1305(225' lot brick Recreation room,
people-management skills, an ability
Call 753-4808.
after 6 p.m.
livered. Sand. red
on Bethel Church Road central heat and air,
Every Tuesday night in April at 6:30 p.m.
1981 14 x 56 BUC
to work successfully with all levels of
gravel Call 74-5353
with septic tank Call garage $59,500 Call 436
1972 24 TROTTA 00D- NEED your
CANEER, good condi
2511
piano
All new merchandise, anyone can buy.
after 6p.m 409-539-5932
management.
Landcruiser, fully self- tuned' Call Shane
tion. Call 489-2861 after
753.
LOVELY
For
partly
more information call Gary Pinson at
wooded
contained.
roof
ac. 7683
4130p.m.
Motorcycles
47
Must have demonstrated ability to
building lot. 2 miles SE
901-644-9528 or 901-642-3440.
Carefree awning, good
1483 BUCANEER 14x70. of Murray $5,500
ODD
specialist.
job
Call 850 GSL Suzuki with less condition Sleeps 5
design, conduct and assess training
Call 474-2325.
Bryan Dell Carter, Auction No. 1941,
Kopperud Realty 753
than 7,000 miles. $1500 adults 901.498-8938 ceiling fans, electrical.
1984 14x70, FUR
plumbing. fencing You
programs for supervision, manage1222
Call 436-2206
Firm No. 1501
after sp m
NISHED, 2 BR, 2 bath
name it. I do it You
1979 NOMAD 22'. fac- buy.
ment and production employees.
mobile home. See at
I install
You
tory air & awning. break. I
Mobile Home Village
fix Call 436This position offers an excellent
Reeses hitch, stabilizer
Don't worry and wonder about learning
2868
B 6. 753 7624 after 5p.m
jack,
excellent condiyour way around town Or what to see and
salary and benefit package commenGREAT weekend
tion Come see, make PAINTING - Paper
do Or whom to ask
hanging. commerical or
getaway or comfortable
surate with ability and experience.
offer Call 498-8294
As WELCOME MACON Representative
residential. Free es
year round mobile
Itt
factory
direct
and
Apply by sending resume and salary
I II simplify the business of getting settled
timates. References 25
home, only minutes
save'' ' Light weight. years
experience.
from lake. Has central
Help VOU begin to ef110V your new town
history to:
super insulated, Tremon Farris
759-1987
heat & air and large
good shopping Iola, attractions
fiberglass travel
Personnel Manager
outdoor storage build
community opportunities And my basket
traders. 5th wheels and
ing. Just reduced to
is full of useful gifts to please your family
ROOFING
mini motorhomes Call
General Tiire A. GenCorp Co.
$10,500. Phone Kop
toll free 1-800-346-4962
Take a break from unpacking and call
Motel & shingles.
perud Realty 753 1222.
No. 1 General Street
for free brochure
m4.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Mayfield, Ky 42066
211. Mobile Homes for Rent
Siding.
Free
52 Bosts-Motors
estimeties.
OR 3 BR. hirnIshed.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
AC/natural gas. Shady
bottom boat, $50. Call
Cell 759.1600
Oaks 753-520e.
436-2458

We rent
trenchers,
tillers,
mowers,
thatchers,
etc.

Murray
Rental
& Sales

200 E. Main
Murray
753-8201

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

WHIRLPOOL

I-

FOR

753-9224

riRICX

Oritirws

Big
Moving
Sale

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Training Manager

Dealers Auction
641 Auction House

We Rent
Camping Supplies!

MURRAY
RENTAL & SALES

`Iffionafliiiopt

rr-rrriarrYnr-rrra

200 E. Main, Murray
753-8201
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Family Focus Month proclaimed
and asking them to include activities emphasizing the family in
their scheduled programs and meetings.

The Kentucky Department of Education is
celebrating the
significance of the family in April. which has
been proclaimed as
-Family Focus Month by
Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
1
•

During this month,
the department will
stress the value of the
family unit through activities and displays
that highlight familycentered programs,
Superintendent of Instruction Alice
McDonald said.

During April, all
Department of Education employees are being asked to schedule
two hours of service in
schools near their
homes. In addition, Kentucky businesses are being encouraged to grant
two hours of release
time to every employee
for two hours of
volunteer service in the
schools.

The department has
sent letters to all local
school districts and
educational organizations telling them about
the department's plans

The Department of
Education will have a
booth at the. Family
Focus Festival from 1-5
p.m. April 20 at the
Commonwealth Conven-

The activities will
culminate on April 25
with Family Day at the
Department of Educelion. Employees are invited to bring their
families to see their
work place and tour the
department offices from
1
4 : 3 0 p . m .
Refreshments will be
available in the lobby
for visitors.
"The role of the family is a significiant factor
in children's achievement in school and in
life. By focusing on the
family, we hope that we
will be able to emphasize that it is in the
family that our society
achieves its greatness,"
McDonald said.

Dismissals announced at hospital
Dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
April 7 have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Tonya Bucy. Rt. 1.
Box 25, Kirksey; Mrs.
-Alma Mathis. 201 S.
Third St.. Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Lane. Rt. 1.
Farmington.

Mrs. Cynthia Wells
and baby girl. 1620
Walnut St., Benton; Mr.
Eric Small, 4465 Hart
Hall, Murray; Miss
Teresa Williams 4107
Orchard Way,
Louisville.
Mr. William B. Miller.
Rt. 2, Box 62, Murray:
Mr. Robert Lentz, P.O.
Box 42. Hardin; Mrs.

Desmonia Chapman,
Westview Nursing
Home. Murray;
Mrs. Ina Triplett, Rt.
4, Box 875, Murray; Mr.
Virgil Stewart. Rt. 2.
Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Ola Winchester,
901 N. 16th St., Murray,
Mrs. Zeffie Woods, Rt.
2, Box 246. Murray.

Adult education theme announced

.

"Horizons Unlimited:
A Futuristic View of
Adult Education in Kentucky" is the theme for
the adult basic education conference the Kentucky Department of
Education will hold at
the Wyatt Regency
Hotel in Lexington from
April 14 through 16.
U.S. Education
Secretary William Ben*-0,1 and R.?,,-,),,
:aira -Bush,
• wife of Vice President
George Bush, will appear at a luncheort
meeting at the conference on April 16.

"Secretary Bennett
has a deep concern for
adult education, as
evidenced by the emphasis he has placed on
adult literacy,"
Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald said.
"Barbara Bush has
also long been a leader
in the fight against adult
illiteracy. and Kentucky
is honored to have them
both in our state."
The Kentucky Department of Education provided funds for a
demonstration project

Children hope for play equipment,
launch letter campaign to Reagan
INDIANAPOLIS
AP — Colored drawings of sorely missed
playground equipment
and a tornado striking a
school illustrate some of
the ROO letters President
Reagan will receive
from Randolph County
youngsters today.
The students from
Randolph Southern
School Corp., wrote the
letters.' japan effort to
convince Reagan and

the Federal Emergency
Management Agency to
reverse an earlier decision and declare the
area-in and around Lynn
a disaster area.
The southeast Indiana
community of 1.100 was
hardest hit by tornadoes
that struck the state
March 10. Gov. Robert
D. Orr requested
federal aid so the area
could rebuild

OBITUARY
Galon Chapman
Funeral services for
a Ion Chapman. 94,
ho died Monday at his
home will be at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in the
chapel of the Blalock
Coleman Funeral
Horne
A retired farmer and
sawmill operator, he
was a member of the Independence United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include two
daui.7hters, Mrs. Eulala

Smith, 1-U. 3, Murray,
and Mrs. Leon (Eva
Bell) Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Dexter, and one son, E.
G. Chapman, Rt. 1 Dexter. He is also survived
by 15 grandchildren, 21
great-grandchildren
and nine great-greatgrandchildren.
Burial will be in the
Brooks Chapel
cemetery.
Friends may call at
the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.

Hog market report listed
1,-4er•il state Market Sews Ser
Mut
k•votu•ki Purchase Area Hem
Market Report Includes II BuyiNg
station.
Receipla Set. MS Est. IMO Barrows
Gilts .S0 lorer Sows steady to Ile
loner decline oil sielibui ever 380 lb..
I .4 I 2 2111 .140 lb•
13/1.226 38.73
1 s 1 2 NO 210 lbs.
137.23 IN LI
I,evipr11

• 2 3 210230 lb.
I.'S 34 230 270 lb.
Sows
US 1 2 2703.30 lb•
• I 3 300 450 lb.
US 1 3 450 SOO lb.
L'S I 3 Oser SOO lb.
I'S 2•3 300-500 lb..
Soars Mae 27.00

$31.75-31.23
$311.75-31.75
$33.011-34.410
133.00-34.30
3.11.31•33.1111
131.0141.110
fele 42.00
$32 1111 33.00

Wednesday
Movie
Special
•

2 Movies For
The Price Of 1
We're Your
,
Movie Professionals
RENTAVSALES
Over 50 V.C.R.: to
rent and over
CENTER
1850 movie titles

1001 mom

7530201

Stock Market

tion Center in

In adult literacy in Jefferson County in 1978
under the direction of
Sharon Darling, When
McDonald became state
superintendent, she
assigned Darling to
head the department's
adult education
division.
The state's adult
reading program is now
being used as a model
for 16 states and morethan 500 school districts
across the country.
Bennett will present
awards at the conference to two outstanding adult education
programs and to the
person who scored the
highest on the General
Educational Development test in Kentucky
last year.
The keynote speaker
at a banquet on April 14
will be George Autry,
president of MDC Inc.,
an employment policy
research corporation.
The anticipated
400-500 conference participants will include
adult basic education
paraprofessionals,
teachers, supervisors,
superintendents and
GED Certificate
examiners.

Missy Duffy was selected "Student of the Week"
(recently, representing the senior class at Murray Middle School. The WSJP/Cenhiry 21 program recognizes outstanding students for
citizenship qualities. Missy is shown receiving a
$25 saings bond from Century 21 representative
Loretta Jobs and Murray High School prinicpal
Bill Wells.

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
CSX Corp
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

150% +1'!,
33% +%
231/, +1,4
451/4 +1/s
48% +14
29/
1
4 +1
/
2
67 +'/
49/
1
2 +%
861/2 +%
471/4 +1%
1 4 -1/2
30/
72% +%
34%
ye
37% +%
19% + 1/2
7.01

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

SPECIAL
REPORTTo

the sponsoring Department of Music. "The audience
should
be
delighted with the program, which includes
'Quartet in E-flat Major,
Op. 16' by Beethoven,
Gordon Jacobs' 1971
'Quartet' and Brahms'
'Quartet in G Minor, Op.
The Ames Quartet was
organized in 1976 and includes Mahlon Darlington, violin; Laurence
Burkhalter,
viola;
George Work, cello; and
William David, piano.
The musicians have performed in concerts
throughout the United
States and have toured
Russia, Europe and the
far East as soloists.

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney .
Penwalt .
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Quartet to perform
The Ames Quartet, a
chamber music group in
residence at Iowa State
University, will be
featured in a recital and
master class Thursday.
April 10, at Murray State
University.
The recital, a part of
Murray State's Artist
Series, will begin at 12:30
p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center. A taxdeductible admission of
$3 ,will go to music
scholarships. Murray
State students will be admitted free.
The master class will
begin at 3:30 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hail. It is
free and open to the
public.
"The ensemble is
known to be superb in
both the quality of
literature presented and
its cohesion as a virtuoso
chamber music group."
said
Dr.
Roger
Reichmuth, chairman of

+17.12
76% +%
27/
1
2 +
21% +/
1
2
35 une
41 +11/4
18% une
33% +
19% -1
/
2
55 +1,4
79/
1
2 + 1,4
05% +2
81/
1
2 + 1%
72 +1/2
41% +1
/
4
3$ -%

STATE FARM

POLICYHOLDERS:
DISASTER SERVICE
TEAMS ORTINUE
1110 PROCESS CLAIMS
More than 600 damage claims have been processed to this dote.
If you are a State Farm policyholder and your home or car was
damaged by windstorm or hail during the storm of March 12, 1986,
call your State Farm agent now.

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

The quartet's 1983 concert at the Music Mountain Chamber Music
Festival in Connecticut
was broadcast by WQXR
in New York and National Public Radio.

The better way to
sell your home
Olympic Plaza, 641 North
753-4000

fOfflimmimmil
k
4 bedroom brick located on 119 acres
m/I: Beautiful living room with
--cathedral ceiling. Large-work-shop
and several other barns and equipment sheds.

A desirable country-like place at an
attractive price. Located on 8 acres
m/1.

Bel-Air Decor
wing-Sale-April-Spring-Sale
Carpet Sale

3,1 i- 54IA ,
....4...
4 '
- i4

Business plus 4 bedroom home in the
50's. Owner would consider selling
separately. Call for your showing
today!

inn=

In Stock
Wallpaper On Sale
5600_$800_s 1 noo Per Double

Charm with economy. 3 bedroom
home located on 4 acres m/1. Only
minutes from town.

1

I
Jounihier-w4bIt

$4995_

$8995
I

r4r

•

5 _
,

3 bedrooms, large shop, plus 97 acre
lot.

1

Beautiful atrium plus 4 bedrooms, a
library, and a music room. Located
only minutes from Murray and the
new MSU Golf Course.

Must see to appreciate the beauty.
Lots of beautiful cabinets in the kitchen plus an island. Large game
room or den for your family's
enjoyment

Jean Bird
Sales Associate
753-3584
Don Faulkner
Sales Associate
759- 1 644

Posted

All Styles - Windsor - Lodderback

;
$1,
7, riellus. • Li
ii
401k

7.1.77*

Prepasted & Strippable
$500 Per Double Non

,glAs
New,
Arrivals
Mr'
Unfinished
Oak Chairs

Quiet street - mid teens

MI

All Month Free Installation
On 20 Yds. or More
"Need a new kitchen floor - come in
and look at Congoleums - Centennial,
Esteem and High Light" you may
Save 20% up to 100% all through the
month of April."

Great starter home in the 20's.

pir

,
s.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

4 bedroom brick located on 17 acres
m/I northwest of Murray. TastefuHy
deeerated-throughout.-Loversetting
with several mature trees.

Judy Johnston
Managing Broker
Bull Morgan
Principal Broker

Joe Dyer
Sales Associate
436-2336

ALIILIJI1116i,
Very nice family home on ?acres, only 7 miles from city. 3 bedrooms, den.
kitchen combination plus full basement. Call 753-4000 and ask for Jean

*Come By and Pick Up
Your FREE Garage Sale Sign

IGT

